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Abstract

Online Social Networks have significantly consolidated the role of web users
from content consumers to content producers as well. In these platforms, the
textual form of user-generated content emerged as the most engaged and
convenient form for the users to communicate their online community about
their activities and interests. Discovering the interests of users based on their
user-generated textual contents can enrich the user profile with implicit and
dynamic information that are semantically related in order to enhance the
User Model. This enhancement in the User Model can elevate the perfor-
mance of personalized web applications and services such as recommender
systems. Discovering the topic of interests of users from their user-generated
textual contents is still an open research challenge.

Contrarily to traditional text documents, user-generated textual contents
are highly focused, not domain specific, short in length, informal, multilin-
gual, unstructured and grammatical error prone text messages. These lingual
characteristics make it inapplicable to use the standard information retrieval
techniques such as text classification and Natural Language Processing to
discover the interests of users in an efficient way. These techniques require
structured and grammatically correct text to be able to catch the implicit
syntactic relations (grammatical links) between terms. To be able to auto-
matically catch the explicit semantic (occurrence associations within text) of
a term efficiently, these techniques require high terms frequency in the text.
In addition, user-generated textual contents could have implicit semantic re-
lations between entities (semantically related entities) that play a big role
in discovering the topic of interest. Usually, the user submits social-posts at
different points in time. Knowing the temporal factor can dramatically affect
in catching the semantic relations between the contents of user-generated
textual content.

The implicit syntactic, explicit and implicit semantic and temporal re-
lations are factors that yield to uncertainty in inferring the right topic of
interests of a user based on his user-generated textual contents. Based on
the causal implicit relation between the components of user-generated tex-
tual contents, we introduce a framework to discover the topic of interests of
users in Online Social Networks based on user-generated textual content. The
proposed framework able to extract the proper content, extract the proper
features, semantically enrich these features, and represent them in a Bayesian
Network model that can catch the explicit, implicit and temporal relations
and can infer topic of interests efficiently.
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This dissertation develops novel methods and algorithms for the inter-
ests discovery based on user-generated textual content. Of particular interest
in this scenario is the identification of the topic of interest using Bayesian
Network model, which helps to inference under uncertainty. However, the
sparsity of user-generated textual content and the ambiguity of natural lan-
guages and vocabularies used to generate them present problems that go
beyond the capabilities of typical text classification techniques. The algo-
rithms and models introduced in this dissertation are especially tailored to
reduce the effects of the lingual characteristics of user-generated textual con-
tent in order to derive more reliable interests discovery model. Experimental
evaluation for different settings and various datasets show that the proposed
framework introduce solutions that outperform the current state of the art.
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Zusammenfassung

Die starke Verbreitung und Akzeptanz von sozialen Netzwerken im In-
ternet hat stark dazu beigetragen, dass Internet-Nutzer nicht nur Inhalte
"konsumieren", sondern Inhalte auch selbst erstellen. Die von Benutzern
generierten Inhalte, oft in der Form von Textnachrichten, mit denen der
Nutzer mit der Online-Community kommuniziert, geben ein umfassendes
Bild über die Aktivitäten und Interessen des Nutzers. Die Analyse der vom
Benutzer erstellten Daten ermöglicht die Extraktion von Interessen sowie das
Anreichern und Erweitern von Benutzerprofilen mit implizit vorhandenen,
dynamischen Informationen. Dies eröffnet die Möglichkeit, neue Informatio-
nen semantisch mit dem Benutzermodell zu verknüpfen. Die Anreicherung
von Benutzerprofilen schafft die Basis für einen höheren Grad an Personal-
isierung bei Anwendungen und Diensten, wie z. B. bei Empfehlungsdiensten.
Das Erkennen und Extrahieren von für den Benutzer relevanten Themen
und Entitäten aus benutzer-generierten Inhalten ist dabei noch ein aktuelles
Forschungsgebiet.

Benutzer-generierte Textinhalte in sozialen Netzwerken unterscheiden
sich im Allgemeinen stark von "klassischen" Texten: So sind Textnachrichten
in sozialen Netzwerken oft kurz, umgangssprachlich formuliert, auf ein Thema
fokussiert, unstrukturiert, grammatikalisch fehlerhaft, eine Mischung aus ver-
schiedenen Sprachen sowie nicht domänen-spezifisch. Durch diese sprach-
lichen Besonderheiten liefern die bekannten Standard-Sprachtechnologien
oft keine guten Ergebnisse bei der Extraktion von Benutzerinteressen. Die
derzeit verwendeten Verfahren zur Verarbeitung natürlich-sprachiger Doku-
mente erfordern meist strukturierte, grammatisch korrekte Texte, um die
Relationen zwischen den Wörtern eines Textes zu erfassen. Die Ermittlung
der Semantik von Termen basiert oft auf einer statistischen Analyse von
Term-Häufigkeiten, was aber bei kurzen Texten keine verlässlichen Ergebnisse
ermöglicht. Bei Nachrichten in sozialen Netzwerken hängt die implizite Se-
mantik von Wörtern oft stark vom jeweiligen Kontext ab, d. h. beispielsweise
vom Zeitpunkt zu dem die Nachricht gestellt wurde. Das Berücksichtigen des
Kontextes liefert wichtige Informationen über die Interpretation (d. h. die
Semantik) von Texten und damit über die für den Benutzer interessanten
Themenbereiche.

Die implizite Syntax, die Semantik sowie die temporalen Beziehungen von
Termen in sozialen Netzwerken versendeten Textnachrichten sind Faktoren
die zu einer Unsicherheit bei der Ableitung von Interessensgebieten führen.
In dieser Arbeit wird ein Ansatz entwickelt, mit dem auf der Basis einer
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Analyse von Abhängigkeiten zwischen den Elementen benutzer-generierten
Inhalten die Interessengebiete des Benutzers ermittelt werden. Die entwick-
elte Methodik ermöglicht es, Inhalte und Merkmale zu extrahieren, die
extrahierten Daten semantisch anzureichern, und unter Verwendung von
Bayesschen Netzen, die Abhängigkeitsbeziehungen modellieren sowie die In-
teressen des Benutzers effizient zu extrahieren.

Diese Dissertation entwickelt neue Methoden und Algorithmen zur Ex-
traktion von Benutzerinteressen aus in sozialen Netzwerken versendeten
Nachrichten. Von besonderem Interesse ist in diesem Anwendungsszenario die
Behandlung von Unsicherheiten, die in dieser Arbeit durch die Verwendung
von Bayesschen Netzen gelöst wird. Die Verwendung von Bayesschen Net-
zen liefert gute Ergebnisse, wobei bei sehr starker Sparcity und übermäÃiger
Mehrdeutigkeit in Nachrichten die Grenzen des Ansatzes deutlich werden. Die
im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwickelten Modelle und Algorithmen sind beson-
ders dahingehend optimiert, die sprachlichen Besonderheiten in sozialen Net-
zwerken zu behandeln und so die Zuverlässigkeit der Identifikation von Be-
nutzerinteressen zu maximieren. Die mit unterschiedlichen Konfigurationen
und Datensätzen durchgeführten Experimente zeigen, dass der entwickelte
Ansatz bessere Ergebnisse liefert als die derzeit verwendeten Algorithmen.
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Context of the Thesis: CC
IRML - User Modeling and
Adaptivity

This thesis was performed in the Competence Center Information Retrieval
and Machine Learning (CC IRML)1. The CC IRML is working on the se-
mantic collection, intelligent processing and extensive analysis of data and
information. It composes of several clusters that develop state of the art so-
lutions for the next generation services of DAI-Labor2. one of these clusters,
User Modeling and Adaptivity, works on advanced methods and tools that
allow collecting, aggregating and understanding user data and user behavior.

As part of its research, the User Modeling and Adaptivity cluster concen-
trates on the intelligent collection of user behavioral data from web applica-
tions, virtual worlds, and social networks. Another core theme is the research
on how to aggregate distributed user information. The selected approaches
are focused on the application of semantic methods.

In the early days of this research, the primary objective was to build an
expert avatar model in 3D virtual worlds to enhance engagement in e-learning
environments. The research includes collecting and learning of the avatar’s
dynamic behavior and interaction in virtual worlds. Build the social network
model of the avatar. Analyze content and context of dynamic contents in vir-
tual world for ontology enrichment. Build and manage user model in virtual
worlds. These models can then be used to recommend services and persons
in virtual worlds e-learning environments.

With the rise of social networks and the regression of 3D virtual worlds,
we decide to switch our research platform to social networks, such as Face-
book and Twitter. Thus, our objective became finding experts in social net-
works. Due to the fact that social networks contain members from different
backgrounds, joining for various purposes, and the social nature of user in-
teraction, it was difficult to decide who is the expert in a specific topic.
So we have decided to replace the expert discovery objective with interests
discovery in social networks.

1http://www.dai-labor.de/en/irml/research/
2http://www.dai-labor.de/en/
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In today’s information society, web technology evolve rapidly from Web 2.01

to Web 3.0 [AL11]. Web 2.0 focuses on the front-end technologies to enable
the idea of read-write web, where the user generates contents and consumes
others as well. On the other hand, Web 3.0 focuses on the back-end technolo-
gies to enable the idea of the read-write-execute web, where the concepts of
semantic web or the meaning of data, personalized web applications, web in-
telligence, semantic search and behavioral advertising and recommendations
are the core of the future services on Internet [AL11]. Advances in these areas
converge the next generation of information services in which the user will
be at the center. In this context, personalized and adaptive services depends
heavily on understanding user requirements and interests [BZMK09]. Thus,
the challenge of these services is to predict what is the user interested in at
the right way in the right time and to present it in the proper way.

1.1 Motivation

With the advent of online social environments, personalized web applications
and services that depend on User Models (UM) became popular. The UM
is the information and the assumptions about the user that can be used to
adapt a system to the specific needs of the user [Kob95]. Personalized web
applications such as recommender systems exploit UMs in order to recom-
mend users the right products or services. Online Social Networks (OSN)
are the most dominant online social environments. OSN such as Facebook2,

1http://oreilly.com/web2/archive/what-is-web-20.html
2http://www.facebook.com/
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Chapter 1: Introduction

LinkedIn3 and Twitter4 became the most dominate Internet platforms in
terms of user engagement [YTLD+12].OSN utilizes the emerging technolo-
gies of Web 2.0 to change the role of user from information consumer only
to information consumer and producer at the same time [KLM+09]. In such
systems, users produce information in different types of social media to in-
teract with their online social community about activities, events, interests,
etc. One of the social media forms that are heavily used in such platforms is
the textual format, which called status-update or wall-posting. We refer to
these textual formats as social-posts in this dissertation.

According to the social media report by Nielsen [Del12], total minutes
spent on OSN sites in the US has increased by 83 percent in the last 3 years.
Total minutes spent on Facebook increased nearly 700 percent in one year
making it on the top of the OSN list. This dramatic increasing in OSN us-
age overwhelms the user and the system with social-posts. Social-posts have
the highest engagement ratio among the user-generated content in Facebook
[bul12]. Figure 1.1 shows engagement distribution over the different user-
generated contents as it was reported in [bul12]. From this figure we find
that around 90% of the users tend to interact with social-posts, while the
other user-generated contents have less engagement ratios.

Knowing the interests of users can enhance the performance of personal-
ized web applications and services such as recommender systems and person-
alized search engines. Thereby, interests of the user can form the reference
points for recommending services and advertisement. The design of personal-
ized systems typically ask for a UM [XBC05, GTZ08]. UM in OSN is predom-
inantly based on explicit data in profiles [CMC+10]. UM are usually based
on user’s profile, documents and behavior. Most profile based techniques do
not consider the changes in interests over time [LCM11] because profiles are
not necessarily up-to-date. In addition, user profile is not necessarily com-
plete and correct, so that we need to enrich the user profile with implicit
and dynamic information that are semantically related in order to build a
coherent UM. On the other hand, most of the user’s documents in OSN are
in the form of social-posts. Therefore, enriching the UM by detecting the
interests of the user based on his social-posts could form a milestone in im-
proving the UM [AKA12b]. In lexicon, the meaning of interest is something
that concerns, involves, draws the attention of, or arouses the curiosity of a
person [Dic12]. Thus, social-posts might be the most proper media to draw
and express the curiosity of a user in OSN. Discovering the interests of the
user from his social-posts is still an open research challenge.

3http://www.linkedin.com/
4https://twitter.com/
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1.1. Motivation

Figure 1.1: Facebook user engagement of the different user-generated con-
tents, where the Y axis is the user-generated content and the X axis is the
percentage of users who engaged with different contents.

Text classification is one of the common techniques to discover inter-
est from documents [GSCM07]. Traditional text classification techniques are
based on the Bag Of Words (BOW) technique. The BOW based techniques
perform well with documents which are large and rich with content because
the word occurrence is high. An example of such techniques is the Naive
Bayes classifier. Naive Bayes assumes that all terms of the text document
are independent of each other given the context of the class, which is not
correct in some real-world tasks. In addition, Naive Bayes classifier could
classify a document to more than one class (Multi-label classification) de-
pending on the sample data used to train the classifier and on the frequency
of terms occurrences in the query string [TK07].

Due to the technical limitations of technologies used to generate the
social-posts and due to the diverse nature of users who generate it, social-post
has special characteristics in general such as: highly focused, not domain spe-
cific, short in length, informal, multilingual and grammatical error prone text
messages. Hereafter, we refer to these characteristics as Lingual Character-
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istics of Social-Posts (LCSP). The LCSP make the social-posts inapplicable
for standard information retrieval techniques such as text classification and
Natural Language Processing (NLP). The informality of social-posts makes
it difficult for NLP techniques to catch the implicit syntactic relations be-
tween terms [MB04]. Implicit syntactic relations are the grammatical links
between content words of a sentence which denote grammatical relations
between nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives [Ste98].

Social-posts consist of terms and phrases. Some terms or phrase repre-
sent entities. Typically, there are implicit semantic relations between the
contained entities of different social-posts. The implicit semantic is the en-
cyclopedic relations between terms and phrases [AKA12a]. The implicit se-
mantic plays a role in discovering the topics of the social-posts. Thus, an
inferring mechanism is needed.

When the users publish social-posts in OSN, they assume the audience
users in their social graph is familiar with the subject, as a result they try
to use as few as possible number of terms and phrases in order to meet the
technical limitations on the size of social-posts in OSN. One or more terms
may represent an entity. The co-occurrence of entities and concepts gives
clues about topics of interests. Accordingly, explicit semantic of a term is
the vector of its occurrence associations within the social-post [TWL+11]. In
addition, knowing the implicit semantic relations between entities can enrich
the clues about the topic of interest. In encyclopedic knowledge resources
(online encyclopedia) [Plo11], such as Wikipedia5, concepts are semantically
tied together by links which form a graph of semantically related entities or
concepts [Sch08]. Therefore, implicit semantic of a term is the vector of its
encyclopedic associations with semantic knowledge base concepts.

Usually, the user submits social-posts at different points in time. Knowing
the temporal factor can dramatically affect in catching the semantic relations
between the contents of social-posts. Social-posts with large time windows
are supposed to be weakly related. On the other hand, social-posts with small
time windows could have strong semantic relations [AT10].

In BOW classification techniques, the frequency of words is enough to
capture the explicit semantics of rich documents, but it has nothing to do with
the implicit semantic. On the contrary of that, when dealing with social-posts,
BOW based techniques will not perform well as they would have performed on
larger text documents [AKLA11] because of the previously mentioned LCSP.
In addition, such models fail to deal with the previously mentioned implicit
syntactic, explicit and implicit semantic and temporal relations problems.

The implicit syntactic, explicit and implicit semantic and temporal re-

5http://www.wikipedia.org/
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lations are problems that yield to uncertainty in inferring the right topic of
interests of a user based on his social-post. Bayesian Networks are probabilis-
tic graphical models that are able to deal with the uncertainty problem. In
fact, the Naive Bayes classifier can be seen as a Bayesian Network, in which
the network structure is fixed and nodes can have only one parent class node
[AdCC05]. The Bayesian Network is a graphical model for reasoning un-
der uncertainty. It represents direct connections between nodes. These direct
connections are often causal connections [KN10]. Based on the causal im-
plicit relation between the components of social-posts, we hypothesize that a
proper Bayesian Network model can catch the explicit, implicit and temporal
relations in social-posts.

1.2 Thesis contributions and structure of the

proposed framework

In this thesis, we contribute to the information retrieval society with a frame-
work to discover the interest of users in OSN based on their social-posts. The
architecture of the proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 1.2. As shown
in Figure 1.2, our proposed framework is based on the social networks plat-
form and consists of the following phases:

1. Smart Extraction phase: in this phase, our framework utilize the Open
Graph protocol of the different OSN platforms such as Facebook, Twit-
ter, Google+ and Second Life6 virtual word in order to extract the
proper textual generated content that can be used to inference the in-
terests of a user as shown in Figure 1.2. In OSN, user generates content
dynamically in different forms, such as text, pictures, etc. We focus our
research on the textual form of the user-generated content because it
has high engagement, which means it is the most prober user-generated
content to interact with from the cognitive point of view of other users.
The textual forms of the user-generated content could be chat text,
instant messages, or description of other generated content such as
Facebook groups and pages. The identification of the user’s interests
based on his dynamic generated textual content is a research challenge
because user-generated textual content has special characteristics that
make it not applicable to standard text classification techniques. There-
fore, we hypothesize that the smart extraction of the user’s dynamic

6http://secondlife.com/
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Figure 1.2: The structure of the proposed interests discovery framework based
on inferring the interests of the users from their textual generated content.

generated textual content can yield to enhance the identification of the
user’s interests. We introduce a smart extraction mechanism that is
able to answer these questions: What to extract (which textual form)?
And from where to extract? As a result of a detailed study and analysis
of the user’s textual generated content in Chapter 4, we find that the
aggregated social-posts and group’s description are the most suitable
forms of the user’s generated textual content to use in order to identify
the interests of a user.

2. Features Extraction and Enrichment phase: in this phase, we utilize the
textual generated content of the user in order to extract and generate
a graph of semantically related entities. In addition, we use external
lexicons and semantic knowledge base to enrich the Features Graph as
shown in Figure 1.2. In OSN, each user has a network of friends. The
graph that maps this network and the interactions within it is called
social graph. Usually, a user interacts with his social graph through se-
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mantic entities such as pictures, web page links, articles or social-posts.
Social-posts consist of terms and phrases. Some terms or phrase rep-
resent entities. Typically, there are implicit semantic relations between
the contained entities of the social-posts. The implicit semantic is the
encyclopedic relations between terms and phrases [AKA12a]. These im-
plicit semantic relations could form the Semantically Enriched Graph
(SEG) of the user when they are represented in a machine readable
format. From the SEG of a user we can infer his interests. A user tends
to interact with other users having similar interests in his social graph
[JMI10]. Usually, users interact through objects. An interaction object
can be any semantic entity in the SEG. Enriching the social graph
with those semantic entities forms what we call Semantically Enriched
Social Graph (SESG). The SEG and SESG are used to generate the
Features Graph, which is the input of the next phase. The Features
Graph will be the base of our approach to model interests of users. A
detailed description of the social graph, SEG and SESG can be found
in Chapter 5.

3. Inferring phase: in this phase we utilize the Features Graph to discover
the interests of a user from the contents of his social-posts based on
semantically enriched Bayesian Network model. The proposed model
overcomes the implicit syntactic, explicit semantic and implicit seman-
tic problems that impact the social-post classification using traditional
classification techniques. In addition, it handles the temporal factor
between successive social-posts. The proposed model is discussed in
details in Chapter 6. As shown in Figure 1.2, the result of this phase
could be represented as the interests graph of the user and could be pub-
lished as a Linked Open Data (LOD)7 repository. This LOD repository
could be used to bootstrap knowledge base that used in the Features
Extraction and Enrichment phase.

Afterward, we introduce the scientific challenges that make the problem
of finding interests of users based on their social-posts interesting. Then, we
highlight some observations that play rules in our assumptions.

7http://linkeddata.org/
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1.3 Scientific challenges and observations

In this section, we highlight the main scientific challenges addressed in this
thesis. In addition, we introduce some observations that play a role in our
hypothesis.

1.3.1 Scientific challenges

In addition to the Lingual Characteristics of Social-Posts (LCSP), social-
posts are usually limited by the message size, the quality of the application
used to generate it and the nature of the device used, since the mobile OSN
became popular. Due to such technical limitations and due to the diverse
nature of users who generate it, inferring the topics of interests from social-
posts face the following challenges:

1. Social-posts are short in length and highly focused in terms of the
number and type of words used to represent the current status of the
user. At the early days of OSN environments the maximum number of
permitted characters used for status update was limited, for example it
was 420 characters for Facebook status and 140 characters for tweets in
Twitter. With the birth of the new generations of OSN environments,
the number of permitted characters increased dramatically, while it is
unlimited in Google+8, it has been increased to 50,000 characters in
Facebook. Although, users try to express themselves using few number
of terms. Thus, they use carefully selected words that can express the
meaning. Also, they assume that the audience in the other side is aware
of the topic, so they condense the sentence with words that have high
semantic relations. Thereby, it is not adequate to consider the BOW
technique to classify social-posts; because the terms frequency is not
enough to catch the class of the social-post.

2. Social-posts are not domain specific, because of the wide diversity of
topics that users post about. The OSN is an appealing environment for
people to publish their opinion or observations about different topics
related to daily live events or activities. Therefore, it is not reliable
to use a predefined domain specific ontology (hierarchal structure of
topics in a specific domain) to assign such wide diverse social-posts to
a specific topic.

3. Informality of social-posts represents the nature of social user inter-
action in the OSN environments. Hence, the users use simple, straight

8https://plus.google.com/
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forward and personally preferable terms to express their interest, feeling
and opinion. Thus, the members of their social graph do not only con-
nect with the content, they connect with them as well. Subsequently,
those terms are not the unique professional terms that could be used
to identify topics.

4. Social-posts could be multilingual. Due to the different linguistic and
cultural backgrounds of users who generate social-posts, we can identify
homogeneous posts written in one specific language and other heteroge-
neous posts written in different languages. Thus, multilingual ontologies
representing topics in different languages are needed, which is hard to
implement and human recourses consumption process.

5. Spelling and grammatical error prone is a phenomenon of textual con-
tent in OSN environments, because of diverge writing skills of the users
and poor editing tools used to generate it. This makes the NLP tech-
niques such as Part-Of-Speech tagging (POST) [TKMS03, TM00] are
not capable to catch the syntactic components of the sentences. POST
is a piece of software that reads text in some language and assigns parts
of speech to each word, such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. POST tech-
niques are strict with the target language grammatical rules. In order
to apply these techniques on social-posts, we need a relaxed version of
POST that copes with the LCSP.

1.3.2 Observations

From the previously mentioned characteristics of social-posts, we can notice
that a single social-post is insufficient to apply computerized techniques to
extract meaningful information from. Based on that, we take into account
two additional factors:

1. Users in OSN publish about their interest, activities and events by
multiple social-posts in different points in time. Thus, the aggregated
social-posts could have meaningful semantically related entities.

2. Usually, when the users publish something in OSN about a specific
subject, they start to get interaction form their community. This inter-
action could be in the form of likes or comments, comments from the
community members can enrich the semantic of the social-posts.

As we see from the previously mentioned scientific challenges and ob-
servations, social-posts have some specifications that lead to uncertainty in
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inference the topics of those social-posts. In the following section we introduce
our objectives of the target solution.

1.4 Objectives

We have the contentment that social-posts include some semantic concepts,
either implicit or explicit. Those semantic concepts might express the interest
of users. Discovering these semantic concepts is our main scientific research
challenge in this thesis. Furthermore, we aim to represent the semantic of the
social-posts as related entities in a graphical model, and infer from that graph
the most popular semantic entity based on a Bayesian Networks probabilistic
graph model; because probabilistic graphical models provide a good tool to
inference under uncertainty.

In this thesis, we propose and evaluate a semantic framework to discover
the interests of a user from his social-posts based on a semantically enriched
Bayesian Network model. The proposed approach consists of the extraction,
inference and exchange of user’s interests. The first part is the extraction,
generation and organization of the necessary features to from the Bayesian
Network from social-posts. In this part, we exploit the structure of the orig-
inal social-posts and external concepts from a lexicon dictionary to extract
and generate seed features. The generated seed features can express the im-
plicit syntactic and explicit semantic relations between terms. The semantic
enrichment of the seed features from online encyclopedia aims to create new
semantic entities that catch the implicit semantic relations between seed fea-
tures. After that, we introduce our mechanism to construct the Bayesian
Network, calculate its conditional probabilities and infer the most probable
target topic of interest.

In particular, we investigate how:

1. to extract the user’s dynamic generated textual content in a smart way
that yields to a smart identification of the user’s interests.

2. to transform the social-posts (user’s dynamic generated textual con-
tent) of a user into a semantically enriched graph of concepts that have
ontological representation in encyclopedic knowledge resources.

3. to design a social inference model that takes advantage of such seman-
tically enriched graph based on Bayesian Network model.

12
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4. to capture the interests of the user according to the content of the social
inference model.

The main objective of this thesis is to contribute to knowledge discovery
and information retrieval in OSN with a semantic framework allowing to
implement a social inference strategy based on a Bayesian Network model in
order to discover the interests of users in OSN.

1.5 Related publications

Part II of this thesis is dedicated to an introduction to the scientific chal-
lenge of interests discovery in Online Social Networks and an overview of the
related technologies. It describes the main challenges of interests discovery,
and introduces different discovery techniques. We then present an exhaustive
discussion of previously presented work related to the interests discovery in
Online Social Networks in order to emphasize the novel contributions of this
thesis in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

Part II includes the different contributions of this dissertation. These
contributions have been previously published and presented at conferences
and workshops. Table 1.1 lists these contributions and the chapters in which
they appear.

Chapter 4 [AKLA11], [AKCLA10]
Chapter 5 [AKA12b]
Chapter 6 [AKA12a]

Table 1.1: Related publications to which the author contributed and their
appearance in this dissertation.

1.6 Dissertation plan

In this section, we describe the road map of this dissertation from the mo-
tivation and objectives introduced previously in this chapter, towards the
conclusions and future work in Chapter 7. In the first part, we introduce
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the research problem and our motivation. Then we carry out the rest of this
thesis as follows.

Second Part: Foundation and State of the Art

• In Chapter 2, we introduce brief descriptions of the related technologies
that used in this dissertation. We present the most relevant tools and
how they can cooperate in order to support the proposed mechanisms
and models through this work.

• In Chapter 3, we present the related works to our scientific research
challenge and what others proposed and contributed to this field of
study.

Third Part: Interest Discovery based on Semantically Enriched Graphs

• In Chapter 4, we introduced our smart extraction mechanisms in OSN.

• In Chapter 5, we propose a technique based on a semantically enriched
graph models; Semantically Enriched Graph, Semantically Enriched
Social Graph, and an algorithm (Root-Path-Degree) that can discover
a sub-graph that represent the interests of the user.

• In Chapter 6, we proposed a technique to map users to topics of interest
based on semantically enriched Bayesian Network model.

To conclude this work, in Chapter 7, we introduce a discussion of our
contribution. We highlight the findings and limitations. We refer to future
work and recommendations.

14
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces the basic material, concepts, notation and terminol-
ogy needed to grasp this thesis. In order to understand and contextualize
this dissertation, we present the most relevant tools involved on it and how
they can cooperate in order to support the proposed mechanisms and mod-
els through this work. In Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 we review the main
definitions concerning the problem of discovering the interests of users in
OSN, along with some general conventions. In Section 2.3, we review some
approaches to the building of text classifiers, mainly inspired by Machine
Learning techniques. The peculiarities and difficulties of interests discovery
problem will be presented, where we explain why this is not the same problem
as the classic Machine Learning one. After that, we introduce the evaluation
metrics used in this thesis.

2.1 User, user profile and User Model

In this section, we provide definitions of user, user profile and User Model in
order to clarify how these concepts affect and contribute to our approach.

2.1.1 User

In [W3C02], the World Wide Web Consortium defines the user as a person
(or group of individual persons acting as a single entity) who access one
or more of a system’s services. For each user personal data exists. Users
from different backgrounds can access the services of the system in different
context to achieve a specific mission. The user is identified by his features
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and behaviors. Features are the personal specifications of the user such her
name, date of birth, education, etc. Behavior is how the user interacts with
the different services of the system.

2.1.2 User profile

OSNs create a profile for the user at the registration step. At this step, the
user provides structured and static information about his personal specifica-
tions, needs, wishes and interests [Ama99]. User profiles may include demo-
graphic information, e.g. name, age, country, education level, etc. [GSCM07].
In such environments, we have two types of user profile. The first one is the
keyword based user profile, where the profile is represented as a Bag Of
Words. The other one is the concept based user profile, where the profile is
represented based on semantic concepts [CCC+09, VCF+07].

2.1.3 User Model (UM)

According to [Kob95], "User Models are collections of information and as-
sumptions about individual users (as well as user groups), which are needed
in the adaptation process of systems to individual actions of users". There-
fore, from the OSN perspective we can define the User Model as the dynamic
knowledge that the system collect and build to adapt and customize its in-
teraction with the user.

Authors in [GSCM07, FJ02] mentioned some specifications of the User
Model that make it different from the user profile as follows: learn user pref-
erences, predict user preferences, infer additional inferences and dynamically
maintain user preferences. Personalized web applications, social networking
services and personalized search engines utilize UM in order to adapt its ser-
vices to the needs of users [XBC05, GTZ08]. In such systems, where the read
write web (Web 2.0) concept is the driver, users became the producers of
valuable information which could be used to enrich their UM [KLM+09].

2.2 Online communities and Online Social

Networks (OSN)

Online community is defined as a society of entities, individuals or orga-
nizations that interact together in shared topics through Internet or other
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communication medium[Pla04]. Examples of online communities are weblogs,
wikis and forums.

Online Social Networks (OSNs) are defined as web-based services that
allow users to build a profile within the system, and interact with a list of
other users with whom they have a reciprocal relationship. In addition, it
allows to view the profile of other users [bE07]. Examples of Online Social
Networks are micro-blogs such as Twitter, social networking sites such as
Facebook and Virtual Social Words (VSW) such as Second Life [Aka10]. In
OSN, all the interactions are centered on the user profile. In the contrary to
that, the interactions in online communities are centered on the conversation
topic.

In this these, we focus our research on the OSN. In the following, we
introduce the main platforms and concepts that drive the game of the OSN.

2.2.1 Facebook

Facebook is a social networking site that was founded in 20041. In these
days, Facebook is the most dominate and active social networking site on
the web. It is available in more than 70 languages, with around one billion
monthly active users [Mil12]. In respect to this research, Facebook is a source
of data that takes advantages of the relations between individuals by utilizing
their social graph. Social Networks analysis and other scientific research fields
take benefit from this data and the social graph. From a technical viewpoint,
Facebook popularized the social graph concepts by providing the Open Graph
API for websites and mobile web applications that need to integrate with.
Therefore, using Facebook as a data source for our extraction mechanism can
imparts the nature of practical and real examples.

2.2.2 Twitter

Twitter is a micro-blogging service. Twitter is the second popular OSN sys-
tem with around 165 million users, it was founded in 2006 2. Twitter has
the average of one billion tweets per week [Mil12]. User can send tweets in
the form of text messages with maximum size 14 characters. User can fol-
low another user. Followers relationship is not reciprocal. Now days, Twitter
became a source for many social data sets. Twitter has API for develop-
ers. With regards to our work, Twitter is one of the emerging platforms, as
source of social information [STA12a]. In twitter, users use hashtags to add

1https://www.facebook.com/
2https://twitter.com/
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additional context and metadata to tweets. Hashtags are created by Twitter
users to categorize messages, this is done by prefixing a word or a phrase
with the hash symbol "#" [WWL+11].

2.2.3 From social graph to semantic social graph

The online community of the user is his social graph. Mark Zuckerberg of
Facebook introduced the term social graph to the OSN at the F83 on May
24th, 2007. In [Mar10], the social graph is "a diagram that illustrates inter-
connections among people, groups and organizations in a social network". In
OSN, each user has his own social graph, which maps his network of friends
and how they are related. Usually a user interacts with his social graph
through objects, these interaction objects could be any semantic entity or
concept, such as pictures, web page links, articles or topics.

The interaction objects and how they are related to each other and to
the user are considered as the semantic graph of the user. Coffman defines
the semantic graph as "a network of heterogeneous nodes and links, it has
different types of nodes, and different types of links. Also called attributed
relational graphs and relational data graphs, it is used in the knowledge
discovery literature" [CGM04]. In [Nov07], the author declared that "A graph
is semantic if the meaning of the graph is defined and exposed in an open
and machine-understandable fashion. In other words, a graph is semantic if
the semantics of the graph are part of the graph or at least connected from
the graph". Therefore, merging the social graph of the user with his semantic
graph could form what we call semantic social graph.

2.2.4 Open Graph API

Social graph became the core of OSN. The Open Graph API provides devel-
opers with a comprehensive access to the social graph of the user in OSN.
Using the Open Graph API, developers can access the objects in the social
graph such as social-posts, people, photos, events, and pages and the connec-
tions between them such as comments of social-posts, friend relationships,
shared content, and photo tags. Every object in the social graph has a unique
ID. You can access the properties of an object by its ID [Fac12].

3https://f8.facebook.com/
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2.3 Text classification

Text classification, text categorization or topic classification all refer to the
process of detecting the topic of a piece of text (document) [MRS08]. Text
classification can be achieved manually or automatically. An automated text
classification can be achieved in hand-coded rules or supervised Machine
Learning techniques. Usually, the hand-coded rules are written be experts
in the domain. The main advantage of this technique is the high accuracy
of the classification. But, its building and maintaining is expensive. By ap-
plying supervised Machine Learning techniques, the rules that are used to
decide to which category a piece of text belongs are learned automatically
from predefined training data [MRS08]. The supervised Machine Learning
techniques for Text classification are used widely in many applications such
as Spam detection [ANNWN07], sentiment analysis [PLV02] and language
identification [SDHH98, ZB01].

In order to learn the classification rules, the classifier needs a number of
training documents for each class (topic). The training documents must be
manually labeled by a person. Manual document labeling is the process of
annotating each document with its class [BYRN99]. In this context, the class
can be defined as is a set of correlated words that identify a specific concept.

More formally, text classification using the supervised Machine Learning
techniques takes a document d, a classes set C = {c1, c2, ..., cj} and manually
annotated training set M = {(d1, c1), ..., (dm, cm)} as input. The output of
this process is a function γ : d → C. The task of function γ is to find the
maximum probability of document d belonging to class C.

Usually, the input of the text classifiers need to be preprocessed by ap-
plying some text transformations in order to enhance the classification per-
formance [Rij79a]. This preprocessing includes:

1. Case folding: transform all the terms in the document to lower case.

2. Punctuation Removal: remove all punctuation marks.

3. Stopword removal: remove the words that do not have meaning by
themselves (stopwords) such as articles, pronouns and prepositions.
There are standard lists of stopwords for each individual language such
as English stopwords4, German stopwords5 and Arabic stopwords6.

4. Stemming: return the words back to their stem or root form [Hul96]

4http://www.textfixer.com/resources/common-english-words.txt
5http://aniol-consulting.de/uebersicht-deutscher-stop-words/
6http://wiki.arabeyes.org
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5. Bag Of Words (BOW) model construction: The BOW model represents
the document as a vector of words and their frequencies in the docu-
ment. In this model, the information about the order of words in the
document is lost [Ko12].

There are many supervised Machine Learning techniques used in text clas-
sification such as Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine
(SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) [MRS08]. These techniques often
rely on representing the documents as Bag Of Words (BOW). In this thesis
we use the Naive Bayes classifier as the baseline for our experiments evalua-
tion.

2.3.1 Naive Bayes classifier

In the context of text classification, there exist two different models of the
Naive Bayes classifier, the multivariate Bernoulli Naive Bayes model [KS97]
and the Multinomial Naive Bayes model [MN98a]. The Bernoulli Naive Bayes
considers every word in the dictionary. For each word in the dictionary it has
a binary random distribution which is 1 if the word appears in the target doc-
ument and 0 otherwise. In the Multinomial Naive Bayes model, the variable
that represent the features are not the words in the dictionary but rather
the words in the document. The value of each of the random variables is the
actual word that is in the specified position the document. This model is
more complicated than the Bernoulli model because we need to calculate the
probability for each possible position in the document. On the other hand,
it is more accurate than the Bernoulli model because it considers the mul-
tiple occurrences of terms. In this thesis, we only consider the multinomial
model to evaluate the performance of our proposed model, referred hereafter
as Naive Bayes classifier.

Her, we introduce the Naive Bayes classifier as treated in the text book
"Probabilistic Graphical Models: Principles and Techniques" [KF09]. Naive
Bayes classifier is a supervised learning technique. It considered as a good
baseline for text classification because of its trade-off between the model
complexity and the results accuracy [KF09]. We use Naive Bayes classifier
with the BOW model and the independence assumption. The independence
assumption in Naive Bayes classifier implies that words are conditionally
independence given the class. More formally, (wi ⊥ wj|c) for all words wi, wj.

The Naive Bayes is a probabilistic learning method based on the Bayes
rule [Ris05]. The Bayes rule is critical for the machine learning; because
it allows computing the joint probability of some variables even if there is
not enough data for a particular computation. Bayes rule is formulated in
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Equation 2.1, where in text classification, we have a document d and a class
c, our goal is to compute the probability of the class given the document
P (c|d).

P (c|d) = P (d, c)P (c)

P (d)
(2.1)

In Naive Bayes, the probability of a document d being in class c is com-
puted in Equation 2.2, where P (wi|c) is the conditional probability of a word
wi to occur in a document of class c. P (c) is the prior probability of a docu-
ment to occur in class c, i.e. the overall chance of this class to occur. Equation
2.2 is a derivation from Equation 2.1, where we dropped the denominator of
Equation 2.1; because the probability of the document P (d) is identical for
all the classes. The number of words in the document d is denoted by n.
The independence could be problematic depending on the document to be
classified. Therefore, it is computationally efficient and easy to construct. It
performs well in domains with many weakly related features. But, when the
features are strongly correlated, it performs badly.

P (c|d) ∝ P (c)
n

i=1

P̂ (wi|c) (2.2)

The likelihood estimation of the term probabilities given the class, p̂(wi|c)
is usually carried out by the Laplace estimation in Equation 2.3, where Ni

is the frequency of term wi in documents of class c, N is the total number
of words in documents of class c, M is the number of unique words in the
documents of the training set. We smooth the equation by adding one to Ni

and M to N in order to avoid multiplying by zero.

p̂(wi|c) =
Ni + 1

N +M
(2.3)

In Equation 2.2, we multiply conditional probabilities of the words given the
class. This can yield to floating point underflow. Therefore, we can perform
the computation by adding logarithms of probabilities instead of multiplying
probabilities.

2.3.2 Multi-label classification

In general, text classifiers can classify a document to more than one topic
depending on the training data set and the BOW of the query. This problem
called the multi-label classification problem. It is the problem of assigning a
text document into multiple topics or classes [McC99]. For example, given
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the classes "sport", "countries" and "religion" in our training data set. If we
have a new query (piece of text) such as "Jordan orthodox fans", this query
might be classified to any of the given classes if we have a document in class
"sport" that talks about the orthodox basketball club in Jordan, a document
in class "countries" that talks about the ethics distribution in Jordan and a
document in class "religions" that talks about the origin of Christianity.

The multi-label classification problem can be solved by: a) problem trans-
formation method or b) algorithm adaptation methods [ZPnR09]. The prob-
lem transformation method transform the multi-label classification problem
into one or more single-label classification by selecting one of the multi labels
of each multi-label instance randomly or subjectively or by discarding all the
multi-label instances from the data set. The algorithm adaptation methods
extend specific learning algorithms in order to handle multi-label data set
[TK07].

2.3.3 TF-IDF

TF-IDF is a weighting factor in information retrieval, it is used to rank the
relevance of a document to given query. TF-IDF stands for term frequency-
inverse document frequency. It is a statistical measure that is used in infor-
mation retrieval to evaluate how important a term is to a piece of text in a
group of text pieces (corpus). The importance of the term increases as the
frequency it appears in the piece of text increases. Though, it is affected by
the frequency of the term in the corpus [SB88, Ram03].

TF-IDF is the product of TF and IDF. TF determines the relative fre-
quency of a term in a specific piece of text (document). IDF determines the
inverse distribution of that term over the corpus. We could have a high weight
in TF-IDF, if we have a high term frequency (in the given document) and
a low frequency of the documents that include the term in the corpus. The
general approach to calculate TF-IDF works as in Equation 2.4, where fw,d

is the number of times the term w appears in document d, |D| is the size of
the corpus, and fw,D equals to the number of documents in which w appears
in corpus D [SB88, BYRN99].

Wd = fw,d ∗ log(|D|/fw,D) (2.4)

2.3.4 Ontology

The term ontology is borrowed from philosophy to information technology
and other different fields. In computer science, an ontology is a structural
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model used to represent the knowledge in a specific domain as a set of en-
tities and relationships between these entities [Gru93]. It is used widely in
the artificial intelligence and Semantic Web domains to promote knowledge
sharing and reuse. Ontology is widely used in areas such as cooperative infor-
mation systems, agent-based software engineering, electronic commerce and
intelligent information integration [DFH03].

Text classification needs a number of training documents for each class.
By specifying the relationship between different classes, we create an ontology
that can be used for hierarchal classification and inferring [ELS+09].

2.3.5 Challenges of text classification

Text classification faced many challenges that affect the quality and com-
plexity of the algorithms used to classify text documents. These challenges
can be described as follows:

1. Sparsity problem: the vector representation of a document will be
sparse, since a document only contains small number of terms in com-
parison to the whole number of words in the training set. This could
lead to multi-label classification.

2. Synonymy and polysemy problem: one term could have several mean-
ings or several terms could have one meaning. This could lead to two
documents of the same class might have no common terms or two doc-
uments of different categories might have many common terms.

3. Disambiguation problem: names of persons, organizations and loca-
tions could appear in different documents with different meaning. For
example the term "Jordan" might appear in a document related to the
class "countries" as the country Jordan, and it might appear in another
document related to the class "sport" as the basketball player Jordan.

The previously mentioned challenges attract researcher for further en-
hancement in text classification models and algorithms.

2.3.6 Evaluation of text classification

In this section we introduce a brief description of the approaches that we
used to the evaluate our proposed models in the experimentation sections of
each individual model evaluation.
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2.3.6.1 Precision, Recall and F-Measure

In classification tasks, the terms true positive (TP ), true negative (TN),
false positive (FP ) and false negative (FN) are used to compare the results
of the classifier (Classifier judgment) with the external judgment (Expert
judgment) achieved by the manually annotated training set by a domain
expert. The positive and negative abbreviations P and N respectively refer
to the prediction of the classifier (Classifier judgment), and the true and
false abbreviations T and F refer to whether that prediction match with
the expert judgment (Expert judgment). As shown in the contingency table
Table 2.1, the TPi refers to correct result, TNi refers to correct absence of
result, FNi refers to missing results and FPi refers to unexpected results.
the classifier’s prediction of class ci [OD08].

Table 2.1: Contingency table of the classification results of a class ci

Expert judgment
True False

Classifier judgment
True TPi FPi

False FNi TNi

Precision and Recall are the most commonly used measures to evaluate
text classifiers. Precision is the proportion of retrieved documents that are
targets (relevant to the query), while Recall is the proportion of target doc-
uments (relevant to the query) that are retrieved [BYRN99, MRS08]. Both
of them are based on our understanding of relevance. Based on Table 2.1,
Precision is calculated in Equation 2.5 and Recall is calculated in Equation
2.6. It is easy to get Recall = 1 if we assign all the documents to the cate-
gory. But, in this case we get low Precision because of the FP . On the other
hand, we can get a high Precision, but with a low Recall due to the FN . To
combine the Precision and Recall we use the harmonic mean (F-Measure) of
both of them as in Equation 2.7 [Rij79b, Yan99].

Pi =
TPi

TPi + FPi

(2.5)

Ri =
TPi

TPi + FNi

(2.6)

Fi = 2.
Pi.Ri

Pi +Ri

(2.7)
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In the case of multi-class classification, there are two ways to combine
measures among categories: micro-averaging and macro-averaging. Micro-
averaging constructs a global contingency table and calculates Precision and
Recall using these sums. On the other hand, macro-averaging calculates Pre-
cision and Recall for each class, after that it takes the average of these classes
[MRS08]. In this thesis, we used the micro-averaging to calculate the Preci-
sion, Recall and F-Measure in the evaluation of our model.

2.3.7 Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of artificial intelligence that
studies the interactions between computers and human natural languages.
The main challenges in NLP is the understanding of the meaning of natural
languages [Cho03]. In order to build a good NLP model, we need knowl-
edge about the language itself, we need knowledge about the world and we
need a way to combine these sources together. NLP has many applications
in the world of information technology such as Question answering systems,
information extraction from text documents and machine translation. It has
many scientific research problems, some of them are mostly solved such as
Spam detection, Part Of Speech Tagging (POST) [TM00] and Named Entity
Recognition (NER) [FGM05]. Some are achieving good progress such as sen-
timent analysis, Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) [NC08] and machine
translation. Others are still hard problems such as question answering, text
summarization and human dialog understanding [JM08]. The human dialog
understanding is the context of our usage of NLP techniques in this thesis.
Her, we highlight some points that make the techniques of NLP hard to ap-
ply in the case of human dialog understanding: one point is the non-standard
language such as capitalization, unusual spelling of word, hashtags7 and user
ids that could be used in the textual form of human dialog (social-posts) in
Twitter and Facebooks. In General, NLP systems are trained on a very clean
training set of text documents such as news articles [JM08], this makes it
difficult to apply NLP on a non-standard text such as social-posts. Another
point is the segmentations, idioms, entity names and new words that have
not seen in the training set.

2.3.7.1 Part Of Speech Tagging (POST)

Part Of Speech Tagging (POST) is the process of assigning parts of speech
to each word in a text of some language. The parts of speech that could be

7https://support.twitter.com/articles/49309-what-are-hashtags-symbols
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assigned to words are noun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunc-
tion, pronoun, interjection. Generally, modern computational applications
use more fine-grained POS tags such as noun-plural [TKMS03].

2.3.7.2 Named Entity Recognition (NER)

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the process of parsing text to find and
classify things (entities) into predefined classes such as persons, organiza-
tions, locations, times, quantities, percentages, etc. [SM06]. NER systems
are domain oriented i.e. system developed for one domain may not perform
well on other domains [PK01].

2.3.7.3 Named Entity Disambiguation (NED)

Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) is a challenge in many areas like infor-
mation retrieval or topic detection and tracking. It is the process of mapping
an entity of ambiguous names in a text to the correct canonical entities like
people or places in a knowledge base such as Freebase or Wikipedia. Names
are often ambiguous because the same name can have many different mean-
ings depending on the context of the text and an entity can be referenced by
different surface forms [HYB+11, Plo11].

2.3.7.4 Edit distance

Edit distance or Levenshtein distance is the minimum number of edits re-
quired to transform a string into another. Edit distance between two strings
is used to refer to the distance in which insertions and deletions have equal
cost and replacements have twice the cost of an insertion [MRS08, AB10].
It is used in machine translation and spelling checker as a string metric for
measuring the difference between two sequences of characters. We used this
measure to provide a mechanism to guess what is the proper word to substi-
tute misspelled words in social-posts.

2.3.8 Topic modeling

Topic modeling is as a subfield of machine learning that applied to many
problems such as computational linguistics and political science. It is an
unsupervised learning mechanism that enables searching documents based
on the themes (topics) that run through them [SG07, Dar]. DaviD m. Blei
defines topic modeling as statistical based algorithms that analyze the words
of the original texts to discover the themes or topics that run through them,
how those themes are connected to each other, and how they change over time
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[Ble10]. Usually, documents contain multiple topics. This observation is the
main idea behind the topic models. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is the
simplest topic model that tries to capture the topics in documents. In LDA,
topic is defined to be a distribution over a specific vocabulary. For example,
the sports topic has words about different sports with high probability and
the religions topic has words about religions with high probability. LDA works
as following:

• Assume that the topics are specified before generating any text.

• For each document in the collection, generate the words as following:

1. Randomly choose a distribution over topics.

2. For each word in the document.

a. Randomly choose a topic from the distribution over topics in
step 1.

b. Randomly choose a word from the corresponding distribution
over the vocabulary.

This statistical model reflects the intuition that each document exhibits the
topics in different proportion, i.e. each document in the collection talk about
the same topics in different proportion. We use the LDA topic modeling to
evaluate our model in Section 6.5.

2.4 Probabilistic Graphical Models (PGM)

Probabilistic Graphical Model (PGM) is a framework to deal with a prob-
lems that has very large number of variables and have significance uncertainty
about the right answer of that problem [KF09]. It is used in many applica-
tions such as medical diagnosis, image segmentation, social networks analysis
and NLP. In the context of PGM, the model is a declarative data structure
representing our understanding of the problem. It declares the variables and
how they interact with each other. It can be elicited by an expert or auto-
matically learned from data. And it can be used with different algorithms
[Dar09].

Probabilistic models can handle different degrees of uncertainty. Usually,
we have uncertainty because we have partial knowledge about the state of
the problem, we have noise observation or we have limitations in the model.
Probabilistic theory is a framework that allow to deal with uncertainty using
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the probability distributions which have clear semantics and the reasoning
patterns such as conditioning [KF09]. The probability distribution over ran-
dom set of variables X = {x1, ..., xm} can be used to capture the probability
distribution over spaces that have large number of variables, where each
variable xi captures some information of the problem. In the context of text
documents, each variable xi represents a word in text.

The goal of PGM is to capture the uncertainty about the possible state
of the problem in terms of the joint distribution P (x1, ..., xn). In the simplest
case, each variable xi is a binary valued. This means P (x1, ..., xn) is a distri-
bution over 2n possible states of the problem. Therefore, we deal with objects
that are exponentially in large. To solve the problem of exponential size, the
graph data structure is used to represent the problem and manipulate it in
an efficient way. PGM uses the Bayesian Networks or the Markov Networks
as a graphical representation. In this thesis, we focus on the Bayesian Net-
works as the base of our proposed model to discover the interests of users
from their social-posts.

2.4.1 Bayesian Networks

Bayesian Network is a directed graph where the random variables x1, ...xn

are represented by nodes, and the probabilistic connections between them
are represented by edges [KF09]. In the context of text documents, we can
represent the words by nodes and the co-occurrence or the sequence of the
words by edges.

More formally, Bayesian Network is a graphical model for reasoning under
uncertainty, defined as a pair B = (G,P ), where G = (V (G), A(G)) is an
acyclic directed graph with set of nodes V (G) = X1, X2, ..., Xn.X1, X2, ..., Xn

represent variables or nodes, and a set of arcs A(G) ⊆ V (G) ∗ V (G) repre-
sent direct connections between nodes. These direct connections are often
causal connections. In addition, Bayesian networks model the quantitative
strength of the connections between variables, allowing probabilistic beliefs
about them to be updated automatically as new information becomes avail-
able, where P is a joint probability distribution defined on the variables cor-
responding to the nodes V (G) [KN10]. The basic property of a Bayesian Net-
work is that the joint probability distribution P (X1, X2, .., Xn) is equivalent
to the product of the conditional probabilities of the nodes in the Bayesian
Network as in Equation (2.8), where Py(Xi) is the set of parents of the node
corresponding to variable Xi. For each node in the Bayesian Network, we
need to calculate the Conditional Probabilistic Table. Based on the causal
implicit and explicit relations between the components of social-posts, we hy-
pothesize that a proper Bayesian Network model can represent the explicit
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and implicit relations in the user’s social-posts.

P (X1, X2, ..., Xn) =
n

i=1

P (Xi | Py (Xi)) (2.8)

2.4.1.1 Semantics of Bayesian Networks

In order to understand the semantics of Bayesian Networks, we examine the
student example Bayesian Network from [KF09]. As shown in Figure 2.1, the
student example is about a student who is taking a specific class. In this
class he takes a Grade G. This grade G is dependent on the difficulty of
the class D and the intelligence of the student I. The student has taken the
Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) S, and it depends on his intelligence I.
Also, the graph has the recommendation letter L, which the student might
get from the instructor of the class and it depends on his grade G. All the
variables in the network have two state values (state0 and state1) except the
grade G, which has three states (g1, g2 and g3). The dependency between
different variables is illustrated by edges that go from the parent node to
the child node i.e. the child node is dependent on the child node. Each node
is annotated with its Conditional Probabilistic Distribution (CPD). We can
notice that the CPDs of node D and node I are not conditioning on any
other nodes, while the CPDs of the remaining nodes are conditioning on
their parents.

2.4.1.2 Inference patterns

Inference patterns are the ways in which nodes affect each other in Bayesian
Networks. We can have three direct types of reasoning as follows:

1. Causal Reasoning: our reasoning about the causal relationships (which
nodes will be affected directly by conditioning on the current node) is
called the causal inference. Causal reasoning goes from the parent to
children. As shown in Figure 2.1, if we condition on intelligence node
I this will affect the probability of the grade node G.

2. Evidential reasoning: goes from the child to parents. As illustrated in
Figure 2.1, if we condition on the grade node G, this will affect the
probability of the intelligence node I as well the difficulty node D. For
example, if our condition is that the student got grade G = A that
means either the class difficulty D is low or the student intelligence I
is high.
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Figure 2.1: Inference patterns in the Bayesian Network of the student’s ex-
ample

3. Intercausal reasoning: in this kind of reasoning the effect goes between
independent nodes. Based on Figure 2.1, if a student got a grade G = B
and the class difficulty D is high that means the probability of the
student intelligence I will increase.

Another type of reasoning is the one that goes from one node to another
independent node through an intermediate node. Based on Figure 2.1, if the
student got grade G = C and he did well in SAT S then the probability of
his intelligence I will increase, and the probability of the class difficulty D
will increase as well. The effect goes from the SAT node S to the difficulty
node D through the already conditioning grade node G. This explains why
the student got low grade even though he did well in SAT.
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2.4.1.3 D-separation

In order to grasp the probabilistic influence (known as active-trail) in
Bayesian Network from node X to node Y that goes through node W , we
consider the graphical test known as d-separation [Dar09] as illustrated in
Figure 2.2. The d-separation has three scenarios (sequential valve, divergent
valve and convergent valve) that enable to mechanically derive the indepen-
dences implied in the Bayesian Networks. The active-trail is the flow of influ-
ence from one variable to another, it depends on the d-separation structure
[KF09]. The d-separation behaves differently depending on whether we have
conditioning evidence or not. Her, we consider each case separately based on
Figure 2.2:

The case of no conditional evidence (no observations):

1. Sequential valve: in this structure the influence can move from X
to Y and vice versa i.e. we have active-trail.

2. Convergent valve: in this structure the influence can move from X
to Y and vice versa i.e. we have active-trail.

3. Divergent valve: this structure also known as v-structure. In v-
structure the influence cannot move neither from X to Y nor from
Y to X i.e. we do not have active-trail if we have v-structure on
W and all descendants of W are not observed.

The case of conditional evidence (set of observations): we consider
the case when we have evidence about node W i.e. we condition on
W.

1. Sequential valve: influence cannot move from X to Y and vice
versa i.e. we do not have active-trail.

2. Convergent valve: influence cannot move from X to Y and vice
versa i.e. we do not have active-trail.

3. Divergent valve: influence can move from X to Y and vice versa i.e.
we have active-trail when W or one of its descendants is observed.

We can conclude that a trail X1 − ... − Xk is active given Z as a set of
evidences (observation) if:

1. For any divergent valve (v-structure) Xi−1 → Xi ← Xi+1 we have Xi

or one of its descendants ∈ Z.

2. No other Xi is in Z.
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Figure 2.2: The three types of valves used in defining d-separation in Bayesian
Networks.

2.4.1.4 Inferring in Bayesian Networks

Inference in Bayesian networks is the process of computing the probability
of a certain result (state of node) given some prior knowledge (evidence)
about the state of another node/s [JN07]. More formally, the task of the
inference algorithm is to find the probability value P (xi|e), where xi is the
state of the target node X, and e is a set of states of a given evidence
variables E = {E1, ..., En}. If we compute the exact probability value P (xi|e)
then we call the algorithm as exact propagation algorithm. If we compute
an approximation P̂ (xi|e) of the probability value P (xi|e) then we call it
approximate algorithm [HZ02].

Because of the computational complexity of inference in Bayesian net-
works we need approximate algorithms. The exact propagation algorithms
and the approximate algorithms in general are NP-hard problems [Coo90,
Dar09] [KF09]. Even though, the approximate inference algorithms require
less computational cost, and perform well in the cases where it is not possi-
ble to make exact inference. Examples of the exact inference algorithms are
the variable elimination algorithm and the clique tree propagation. Examples
of approximate inference algorithms are the importance sampling algorithm.
There are different reasoning algorithms that are suited to different network
structures and performance requirements [KN10]. In this theses, in order to
calculate the marginal probability P ∗ in an efficient way, we use a reasoning
algorithm called recursive conditioning [Dar00]. This algorithm provides a
tradeoff between memory usage and CPU time when applying exact infer-
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ence in Bayesian Networks. It takes O(n) memory space and O(n exp(w log
n)) CPU time, where n is the size of the Bayesian Network and w is the
width of the tree. The details of inferring algorithms are out of the scope of
this thesis.

In this chapter, we presented a comprehensive overview of existing meth-
ods and techniques related to the problem of automatic text classification
in general. Identifying the topic of interests of user in OSN using their user-
generated textual content remains an elusive goal, the majority of the existed
solutions focus on solving problems related to the standard text documents
classification, and on finding ways to characterize source content importance.
Systems vary widely in their level of linguistic analysis, which ranges from
plain word and sentence tokenization to the sophisticated semantic technolo-
gies. In contrast to earlier BOW representations, recent years have seen a
trend towards more sophisticated models for user-generated textual contents,
such as graph-based representations derived from a syntactic and semantic
analysis of the textual content.
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State of the art

In today’s information society, many contributions in social network analysis
deal with the problem of understanding the topology of OSN. Recently, more
works start to take into account the analysis of the user generated content in
such platforms, as this can significantly help in detecting meaningful commu-
nities or to predict the interests of users [WS10]. In this chapter, we consider
a set of criteria to evaluate and compare the related works in Section 3.1.
Then, we introduce some related works that tackle the problem of interests
discovery in OSN in Section 3.2.

3.1 Comparison criteria

In defining the criterion, we consider how well the related work takes into
account the dimensions of the user social graph, the user generated content
and the content of social-posts in OSN. Following are some of the criteria we
used to compare the different related works:

• Social content extraction: this criterion defines the capacity of the work
to extract different social data such as shared media content and URLs
from OSN.

• Dynamic profile: this criterion determines if the user profile is con-
structed in static way or updated dynamically according to the user’s
interactions.

• Concept-based profile: this criterion considers if the items in the user
profile are linked to semantic entities in knowledge base or they are
keywords only.
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• Social expansion of the profile: this criterion considers the social expan-
sion of the user profile by injecting items that are shared or considered
as interests of their friends. This mechanism is based on the hypothesis
that friends share similar interests.

• Semantic enrichment of the profile: it uses an external encyclopedic
knowledge base to enrich the concepts in the profile with some seman-
tically related entities.

• Social-posts analysis: it uses the textual contents of the social-posts to
enrich the user profile with some concepts.

• Temporal factor: it considers the fact that the user has different inter-
ests in different points of time.

3.2 Related works

In this section, we discuss some related works that tackle the problem of
discovering the interests of users in OSN in general, while we discuss other
related works to each sub-problem in each individual chapter of Part III of
this thesis.

We start with a work introduced by Stan [STA12b] (can be viewed her1).
This work proposed a framework for the organization and retrieval of infor-
mation in OSN. Instead of retrieving documents that best matches a user
query, this framework retrieves people who have expertise and interest in the
topic of the user query. This framework proposes to build dynamic profiles
for users based on their behavior in OSN. The construction of such profiles
requires the capture of interactions over social-posts, their analysis and the
extraction and understanding of their topics. It leverages the Semantic Web2

and Linked Data3 in order to transform the social-posts’ topics into semantic
concepts. Furthermore, it introduces a profile scoring mechanism to quantify
the expertise of a user in a specific topic.

In particular, this work investigates how to transform content of social-
posts into semantic concepts that have an ontology-based representation,
which can be used to design a social search framework. In addition it man-
ages the privacy of user profiles and provides a toolkit for the semantic explo-
ration of OSN. It contributes to this field with a framework and algorithms
that can be used to analyze the social-posts in OSN, specially the matching

1http://johannstan.posterous.com/71146188
2http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/
3http://linkeddata.org/
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of the topics of such social-posts to a semantic encyclopedic knowledge base.
Such matching can provide a valuable input for advanced semantic based rec-
ommendation strategies [SDM11]. Social content extraction, dynamic profile,
concept-based profile, social expansion and semantic enrichment of the pro-
file are some of the main features in this work. Even though it does not
consider the temporal factor and it considers the content of social-posts and
their enriched concepts as bag of concepts.

Another research attempts to discover the topics of interests of users in
Twitter [MM10]. This approach finds the entities that a user tweets about,
and then find a common set of categories that covers these entities. An ex-
ternal encyclopedic knowledge base (Wikipedia) is used for entity extraction
and disambiguation. All capitalized, non-stop-words in the social-posts are
used as named entities. Once the entities in a social-post discovered, the
system disambiguates them against the candidate Wikipedia pages. This ap-
proach shows the importance of user profiles enrichment from social-posts
as an input for many applications. Furthermore, this approach shows the
enhancement achieved by including concepts that are enriched from exter-
nal encyclopedic knowledge base in the user profile in order to score better
the recommendation. This work shows that it is necessary to use external
encyclopedic knowledge bases in text analysis on social-posts because the
traditional disambiguation approaches are generally statistical and require
large training data set. Such data set is difficult to be built from social-posts.
In addition, the social-posts are short, and few users are willing to generate
allot of them to create such large data set.

In order to support searching and clustering of users based on their social-
posts and to deal with issues of short and noise social-posts, this work de-
scribes a knowledge-based approach called Twopics to discover and disam-
biguate the entities within the social-posts. Twopics can then generate a topic
profile for the user by discovering the entities in the social-post, disambiguate
them, and then retrieve the sub-tree of categories from the folksonomy (cate-
gorized content annotated by tags) [Pet10] that contains them. After that, it
analyzes all of the subtrees for all of the discovered entities in a user’s set of
social-posts, and determines the set of categories that define that user’s topic
profile i.e. the topics of interest. Social content extraction, dynamic profile
and semantic enrichment of the profile are considered in this work. But, it
does not consider the concept-based profile, social expansion, temporal factor
and the social-posts analysis.

A system called SmallBlue [Sma09] targets the issue of expertise finding in
enterprise environments. It employs data mining and statistical data analysis
techniques to extract profile information for employees. It uses company email
as a source of information. Keywords are extracted from each email and a Bag
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Of Words based profile is constructed for employees. An innovative feature of
the system is the social explanation of people recommendations, by displaying
the social path that connects the user to the recommended person on a
specific topic. It leverages the power of informal social interactions within
enterprises in order to locate experts or interested employees on given topics.

This system aims to analyze the social network within a corporation.
It analyzes the emails and Instant Messages (IM) chat transcripts. Content
text is tokenized and then reduced to a stemmed Bag Of Words. The sys-
tem depends on the keywords based profile and it does not have semantic
enrichment mechanism. This system considers the social content extraction
and dynamic profile, while the concept-based profile, social expansion, tem-
poral factor, social-posts analysis and semantic enrichment of the profile are
neglected.

[HBS10] builds a recommendation strategy using the content of social-
posts as input. It proposes a system called Twittomender4 in order to recom-
mend people to follow in Twitter. The Twittomender framework allows users
to enrich their social graph with new people that they share similar inter-
ests. Each user in the system is represented by a vector of keywords extracted
from their shared social-posts. It has social expansion by taking into account
social-posts shared by people connected to the user. It hypothesizes that
connected people share close interest. The computation of profile similarities
is calculated by the TF-IDF weighting cosine similarity. The Twittomender
system is different from traditional collaborative filtering approaches because
it takes into account the structure of the social network for better approxi-
mation of the interests of the user. It has a considerable limitation that no
disambiguation or semantic expansion of profile keywords is considered. In
another words, it uses keywords based profile, which could be a drawback for
the quality of recommendations because such keywords may have different
meanings (antonyms). Dynamic profile and social expansion are only criteria
that considered in this work. But, it does not consider the concept-based
profile, temporal factor, the social-posts analysis, social content extraction
and semantic enrichment of the profile.

Researchers in [XRXY11] investigate the problem of discovering users’
topics of interest on Twitter. This work propose a framework to address
problem of noise social-posts by introducing a modified version of the author-
topic model [RZGSS04], which named twitter-user model. For each tweet, the
proposed model uses a latent variable to indicate whether it is related to its
user’s interest. It compares the performance of LDA and author-topic model.
The results indicate that the large amount of interest unrelated tweets (most

4http://twittomender.ucd.ie/
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of which are social-post about daily-life) would stop the author-topic model
from discovering long tail words for the latent topics. Thus, it is necessarily
to filter out the interest-unrelated tweets from the aggregated user profiles.
The proposed model can also be viewed as preliminary work for many other
tasks on Twitter, such as friend recommendation, user-ranking and social
network analysis. This model has some drawbacks such as the time factor is
not considered explicitly in this model, it uses the keywords based profile, it
has neither social nor semantic enrichment. Dynamic profile, social content
extraction and social-posts analysis play a big rule in the quality of the
returned results of this system, while social expansion, concept-based profile,
temporal factor and semantic enrichment of the profile are missed.

ActionGraph model was introduced in [NBI11]. It exploits the different
actions performed by users to predict their interests. The proposed method
predicts the interests of users in OSN, using time-evolving, multinomial re-
lational data. It hypothesizes that actions performed by users in OSN are
high-dimensional or multinomial relations e.g. referring URLs, bookmarking
and tagging, clicking like button on a post etc. On the other hand, user ac-
tions are time-varying and user-specific i.e. each user has unique preferences
that change over time. Accordingly, the ActionGraph model represents the
user’s action at some point in time as a multinomial relational data. Ac-
tionGraph is a bipartite graph, where the actions is represented by a node
and connected by edges to its involving entities. Results show that the pro-
posed ActionGraph improves the accuracy in a user interest prediction task
comparing to LDA-based methods. In spite of its performance in predict-
ing the interests of users taking into consideration the temporal factor and
multinomial relational data, the ActionGraph model does not consider the
the social-posts, dynamic profile, concept-based profile, social expansion and
semantic the enrichment of the profile as dimensions in its multinomial rela-
tional data.

Discovering the individuals that a user is most interested in following in
OSN is a different perspective of the interests discovery problem, which was
tackled in[JGR+11]. This work hypothesizes that the people whom users are
most interested in following are not necessarily those with whom they are
most familiar. It compares the interest relationship and the familiarity rela-
tionship inside IBM5. It suggests inferring interest relationships from users’
public interactions i.e. social content extraction. It studies these interest re-
lationships through an offline analysis as well as an extensive user study,
in which it combines people-based and content-based evaluations. It mines
social network information that reflects interest from public data sources,

5www.ibm.com
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including comments on blogs, shared files, following a person’s micro-blog,
or tagging another user. The aggregated interest network is found to be very
different from the familiarity network. The interest network is found to in-
clude very interesting people beyond the user’s closest work group. This work
reports a rich set of results, comparing various sources for implicit interest
indications showing that the interest relationships include very interesting in-
dividuals that are not among the most familiar ones, and can therefore play
an important role in recommending users or services, especially for content-
related activities. However, this work considers only the interaction rela-
tionships over the textual sources and social-posts, it does not provide any
social-posts analysis. In addition, the dynamic profile, concept-based profile,
temporal factor and semantic enrichment of the profile are not tackled.

This comparative study shows that in current related works, the issue
of time factor is still not tackled. In addition, few frameworks benefit from
employing the semantic enrichment and the concept based profile in order to
enhance the quality of the predicted interest results. Also, the lexicon enrich-
ment technique is not tackled by these works. To the best of our knowledge,
our proposed model is the first work to utilize the power of the probabilistic
graph models particularity the Bayesian Networks to represent the propor-
tional effect of the different factors (such as implicit syntactic, implicit se-
mantic, explicit semantic and temporal factors that are explained in Section
1.1) and to inference the interests of users based on their social-posts.
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Chapter 4

Dynamic content extraction for
enhanced interests discovery

When looking for professional knowledge, we usually turn to people we know
they are interested in specific topic to ask for reliable and quick information
or recommendations [BC03]. With the advent of online social environments,
a range of interests finding systems are emerging to help in finding interests
[ES08]. Online social environments have changed the role of web user from
content consumer to content producer. In such environments, the user gen-
erates a wide diverse of content, and interacts with contents dynamically.
User-generated content can be used to discover his interests. Extracting and
categorizing the user’s most useful and relevant content could help in recom-
mending the right service to the user. The smart extraction of user-generated
content could yield to a smarter identification of the user’s interests. In this
chapter, we propose an approach to investigate the visibility of using the tex-
tual form of the user-generated content in order to classify the interests of the
user in our proposed interest discovery model. Also, to identify the most suit-
able mechanism to extract useful and relevant textual user-generated content
that could enhance the performance of interest discovery process. Further-
more, we introduce a comparison study between the different types of textual
contents in Online Social Networks in order to decide which type is the most
proper to use in identifying the interests of users. The results show that the
textual form of user-generated content could be used in order to identify user
interests in an efficient way. Another interesting finding is that a latent se-
mantic between the different types of textual generated content of a specific
user is existed.
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4.1 Introduction

Online Social Networks (OSN) are websites that enable users to interact and
share content online [ARA09]. They are intended primarily for publishing,
organizing and locating content [MMG+07]. Facebook is the most dominate
OSN platform in terms of popularity factors; such as the number of distinct
users and visits, and in terms of the loyalty factors like the number of days a
user visited the system and the return rate [YTLD+12]. The most standard
user’s activities on OSN such as Facebook1 are: friendships, private messages,
forum messages, blog messages, picture postings and comments [MJ10]. In
OSN, user generates content dynamically in different forms, such as text, pic-
tures, etc. We focus our research on the textual form of the user-generated
content. The textual forms of the user-generated content could be text mes-
sages refer hereafter as social-posts, or description of other generated content
such as groups and pages. The identification of the user’s interests based on
his user-generated textual content is an open research challenge. Therefore,
the smart extraction of the user-generated textual content could enhance the
identification of the user’s interests. Her, our aim by the smart extraction
is to know what is the proper type of the user-generated textual content to
extract?

In conventional user modeling, one of the main challenges is to customize
and adapt the system to the specific interests of the user based on informa-
tion extracted from his static profile [LGS11, MMLP97]. Personalized web
applications such as recommender systems goes beyond this approach, it uti-
lizes the dynamic interaction of the user and extracts his behavior in order to
enrich his profile with some dynamic information [TNM+12]. Interest finding
systems try to utilize OSN structure and data in order to reach the candidate
users in an efficient way. The structure of OSN provides interpersonal commu-
nication among users yields to a large repository of personal data [Sch10]. A
commonly held observation among online social communities is that users be-
come members in groups that reflect their interests [AKULA10, AKCLA10].
Many researches consider this observation as axiom [EGT09, VMCG09], and
design their data extraction mechanisms based on that. As a result, many
interest discovery mechanisms are based on the description of the groups and
pages that the user has membership in [BHKL06]. But, it is not necessarily
that the group membership reflects the real interests of the user. Sometimes
a user becomes a member in a group because he got invitation from a friend
to join that group. In another case, the user becomes a member in a group
because he was interested in that group at past time, but now he is not

1http://facebook.com
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interested in that group. On the contrary of that, social-posts are dynamic
and updated rapidly. Users could use social-posts to express their feelings
and opinions about specific topics. From our point of view, one of the main
components of personal data in OSN is the social-posts. Social-posts have
explicit and implicit data. Thus, it needs more analysis and innovative mech-
anisms to extract in order to discover the user’s interests. We hypothesize
that the user publishes many social-posts about the topics of his interests in
different points in time.

Here, we study the relationship between social-posts and the group’s
membership in OSN. We introduce in-depth analysis of the user’s social-
posts with the objective to have a clear understanding of their structure
and underlying mechanisms in OSN. We present our analytical study and
those components that contribute to the proposed semantic interest discov-
ery framework. In particular, this chapter is organized as follows: in Section
4.2 we highlight some important points in the user’s social behavior, in Sec-
tion 4.3, we provide a brief analysis of the social-posts, in Section 4.4 we
investigate the social-posts against the group membership, in the last section
Section4.5, we conclude our illations.

4.2 User social behavior

In OSN, many services are based on the explicit information that extracted
directly from a user’s profile, such as interests, geographic location and
school attended. But actually, not all users provide such data in an accu-
rate and complete way. This, reduces the performance of such social services
[MVGD11]. Classical interests finding systems utilize the user’s profile infor-
mation and associations in his explicit social graph. One of the associations
in social graph is the user membership in groups and pages [AKCLA10]. This
membership used to assume that group or page represents the interests of
the user. Therefore, the description of the groups and pages used to clas-
sify the interests of the user. The explicit social graph also could be used to
propagate the likelihood from candidate user to others. We think such model
cannot reflect the real interests of the user in OSN environments such as
Facebook; because neither the profile’s data can really express the real and
current user interests, since it is not necessarily contains correct, complete
and up to date information. Nor the influence of membership or friendship
is suitable to assume that all friends in explicit social graph share the same
interests.
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Friendship in Facebook is a binary relation. The binary friendship ar-
ticulation involves a consent protocol, whereby a user sends a friendship
request to another user, who may then accept or reject the invitation. Once
a reciprocal approval is accomplished, the friendship relation is identified by
Facebook [FAZ09]. On the other hand, membership is unary relationship,
where the user joins a specific group or page, or the user could be invited by
some friends to join that specific group or page. Thus, user may join groups
or pages that unnecessarily reflect his interests.

There are implicit data latent in the social behavior of the user, it must
be derived and retrieved using a social discovery mechanism. This social
discovery mechanism needs to analyze and utilize the explicit social graph,
as well as the implicit social graph of the user. Explicit social graph consists
of user’s friendship and group’s membership that are explicitly mentioned in
his profile. On the other hand, implicit social graph (activity graph) could be
predicted from the user’s behavior and interaction patterns. Activity graph
is a network formed by users who actually interact using one or more of the
methods provided by the social network site [VMCG09, NWV+12]. From the
user’s behavior and interaction patterns in Facebook, we have the observation
that users interact about topics. Therefore, utilizing the activity graph to
discover these topics could yield to what we call interests graph. The interests
graph consists of the members of activity graph of a specific user whom
interact through specific topics. As shown in Figure 4.1, the interests graph
is a sub-graph of the activity graph, where the activity graph is a sub-graph of
the social graph. We can notice from Figure 4.1 that the userX is at the heart
of the interests graph and he interacts with his interests graph through the
topics movies and laptops. In addition, the relation in the activity graph is
reciprocal, while it might be in one direction in the social graph. Therefore,
discovering the topics that the user interacts through is the milestone in
building his interests graph.

In our envisioned smart data extraction mechanism, we analyze the ex-
plicit and implicit social graph in order to model user interests. We used
Facebook as a case study of OSN. Based on the groups that a Facebook
user has membership in, and the social-posts that he published in the last
three months, we want to evaluate the assumption that the groups descrip-
tion and the social-posts can express the interests of the users in different
levels. We classify the description of the user’s groups and social-posts to a
predefined topics based on a general ontology derived from dmoz2 open di-

2http://www.dmoz.org
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Figure 4.1: Interests graph as a sub-graph of the activity graph, which is
a sub-graph of the social graph, where users X interacts with his interests
graph through the topics movies and laptops.

rectory project. The intersection of group topics and social-posts topics are
examined to infer a valid model to represent the user interests.

In Facebook, the user’s explicit social graph could be represented as a
graph in which a set of users U = {u1, . . . , uN}. Each user ui is represented
by a node. Each user has friends set represented by F = {ui, . . . , uj}. Each
friendship relation Fui, uj is represented by an edge in the graph. Usually,
Facebook has a set of groups G = {g1, . . . , gM}. The user membership in
groups is expressed by M = {gi, . . . , gj}, where gi denotes that user u is
a member in group gi as illustrated in Figure 4.2. These data can be easily
formulated from the user profile. But, to formulate the activity graph we need
to trace the user social behavior to extract the dynamic active members in
the graph. In addition, to formulate the interest graph we need to discover
the candidate topics.

Our main objective is to know what is the proper user-generated textual
content to extract and to use in order to classify the interests of the user? In
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Figure 4.2: Explicit social graph in Facebook, where the group membership
M attached to a user node Ui, which is connected by friendship edges Fui, uj

the following section, we introduce a general review about the social-posts
form user perspective and from the audience perspective.

4.3 Social-posts

In order to investigate the reliability of the extracted data for interests classi-
fication we need to understand the objectives and the specifications of social-
posts. In OSN, the user motivations and objectives to generate social content
were categorized by Naaman [NBL10] into different classes:

• Web pages information sharing with community.
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• Personal information sharing.

• Positive or negative opinions sharing about products.

• Feelings sharing.

• Current activities sharing.

• Asking questions.

• Location sharing.

• Events sharing.

• News related to others sharing.

An exploratory look at these categories shows that except the web pages
information and the location sharing, all categories require the user writing
skills in order to express himself in the form of social-posts. In his guideline
to writing for social media3, Heldman lists some specifications for the ideal
social-posts from the audience point of view as follows:

• Relevant social-posts: its content is related to a recognized entity.

• Useful social-posts: its content is new.

• Interesting social-posts: its content increases the curiosity.

• Easy to grasp social-posts: its content is short in length, and its seman-
tic concepts are familiar.

In general, in OSN, users tend to behave in informal way. User interacts
socially with his community by publishing social-posts on his wall, on the
walls of his friends or in the groups or pages that he has a membership in.
Although, the social-posts suffer from the LCSP problem that explained in
Section 1.1 and they do not have enough term co-occurrence, they have latent
semantic that could be used to infer the topics of interests.

3http://www.cdc.gov/socialmedia/Tools/guidelines/pdf/GuidetoWritingforSocialMedia.pdf
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4.4 Finding interests based on Social-posts

and group’s membership

The social-posts and the group’s description could have relevant, useful, in-
teresting and easy to grasp information. But, are they necessarily related?
And which one will be considered to classify the interests of the user? In
order to answer these questions, we take Facebook as an example. Based on
the user’s behavior and interaction patterns in Facebook, our assumption is
that users interact about topics, either through their social-posts or through
the groups they are members in. This kind of interaction forms a community
centered on topics. This community could be represented by interests graph
as illustrated in Figure 4.3. We can notice the user’s explicit social graph can
have more than one interests graph. In the example shown in Figure 4.3, one
interests graph is centered around TopicA, and the other is centered around
TopicB.

Figure 4.3: Interests graph in Facebook, formed of topics and users centered
on those topics
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In order to know what is the proper user-generated textual content to ex-
tract and to use in finding the interests of the user, we introduce an empirical
experiment to extract the social-posts and the description of the groups that
a user has membership in and classify them to some predefined topics. This
work utilizes the explicit and the interests graph. It uses the user’s gener-
ated content in the form of social-posts and groups description to categorize
the interests of users into different topics. Recent developments in OSN such
as Facebook Graph API4 have led to a large incremental in social services
[KMB10]. Facebook Graph API allows developers to easily access all public
information about an object in Facebook. Developers can create enhanced
applications that leverage the social networking aspects of their users. In this
prototype, we utilize the Facebook Graph API as an application platform in
order to extract the data set and to build our prototype.

Many efforts are devoted to interests finding in different contexts. User
profile are widely investigated to classify users to different interest topics
based on the static information mentioned in their profiles [YsK02]. Fur-
thermore, most of research in this field focused on discovering the candidate
expert in the organization or enterprise dataset. The Spree5 expert finding
system that was developed at DAI-Labor provides a tool to enable users in
organization to search for experts in a certain area, user’s queries could be
matched with expert’s profile, which was automatically generated from user’s
related documents [MBA+07]. Spree system could be used for interests dis-
covery if we consider that the user is interested in a specific topic if he is
expert in that topic. Spree utilizes ontologies to classify textual content in
user’s profiles to predefined topics by matching documents into some ontology
(hierarchical classification classes, see Section 2.3.4) entries. Ontology-based
text classification is used widely in social semantic data discovery to cate-
gories documents into topics [RTMC08, ELS+09].

In our extraction experiment, we employ the Naive Bayes text classifier
that used in Spree expert finding system to match user generated content
to interest topic in the ontology. We use the Naive Bayes to classify the
textual content because it has good performance in terms of the quality of
the classification and it is easy to implement. For more details about the
Naive Bayes text classifier and Spree expert finding system refer to Section
2.3. We use five different Facebook user accounts to extract the data set.
Each user account with an average of 200 friends, the average number of
the groups that a user has membership in was 13. Most of the groups are
described in English. In average 30 social-posts and 5 group’s description was

4https://developers.facebook.com/docs/reference/api/
5http://www.dai-labor.de/en/irml/spree/
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retrieved for each one of the 1000 friends regardless of the text language of
the social-posts and the group’s description. Many challenges and limitations
was faced during data extraction, such as restrictive Facebook data access
policy, limited number of social-posts that could be retrieved using Graph
API, multi lingual nature of the retrieved textual content, and missed profiles
of users who restricted access to their personal data.

The social-posts or the description of the group is considered as a user
query. The user query could be mapped to a sub-tree. Matching query to the
corresponding interest topic becomes a graph matching problem [MBA+07].
In our extractor, we integrate Spree with Facebook through Facebook Graph
API. Then, we modify Spree classifier to be able to classify the social-posts
and the group’s description of Facebook users into topics. Next, we match
candidate user to topics. The fundamental idea of the matching algorithm is
to represent interests and user social-posts or group’s description as serial-
ized vectors of nodes v(T ), v(T ) ∈ S(T ), where S(T ) ⊂ RN and RN is our
predefined ontology. The values of v(T ) are set to 0 or 1. Once all registered
interest topics and an incoming query are mapped to sub-trees, the similar-
ity between an interest topics and the social-posts could be calculated as a
weighted dot product [ELS+09].

To achieve the objective of knowing what is the proper user-generated
textual content to extract and to use in order to classify the interests of
the user? First, we test the reliability of using the social-posts of a user to
classify his interests in Section 4.4.1. Then, we test the reliability of using
the description of the groups that a user is member in to classify his interests
in Section 4.4.2. After that, we test the semantic relationship between the
topics of the social-posts of a user and the topics of his groups in Section
4.4.3.

4.4.1 Classifying interests based on the user’s social-
posts

By tracing the social-posts of a user, we are likely to find that much of the
social-posts are meaningless or uninteresting; because humans are diverse
creatures. In other words, we lose the precision and became uncertain about
the topic of interest. In Facebook, each user has textual content as a set
of social-posts P = {p1, . . . , pY }. We classify user’s social-posts to a set of
topics PT = {pt1, . . . , ptZ}. Her, we have two different setups. In Setup1, we
consider each individual social-post of the user pi as a query Q. In Setup2,
we consider the aggregated set of user’s social-posts P as a query Q. Then,
the Query Q is used to classify the social-posts to topics in our predefined
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ontology. The social-posts of our 1000 Facebook users are extracted and
classified using the Spree text classifier (about 30000 social-posts) in two
rounds, the first round with Setup1 and the second sound with Setup2.

The results of classifying the social-posts are illustrated in Figure 4.4. It is
noticeable that using Setup1 our classification mechanism classified around
90 percent of users to number of topics between 8 and 25, while the remaining
users have wider diverse topics. In the other hand, using Setup2 our classifi-
cation mechanism classified around 100 percent of users to number of topics
between 3 and 10. Accordingly, we hypothesize that using the aggregated
social-posts of the user to predict his topics of interest is more reliable than
using each individual social-posts. In the other hand, even in Setup2, we have
up to 10 topics of interests, which considered too wide. Thus, using only the
social-posts of the user to classify the topics of his interest is not reliable;
because it maps the users to wide diverse of topics.

Figure 4.4: Fraction of users in each social-post classification topic

These results prompt us to the next step of reliability testing, where we
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test the reliability of using the description of the user’s groups to classify his
topics of interest.

4.4.2 Classifying interests based on the user’s groups
membership

Her, we use the same classification mechanism to classify the description of
user’s groups G = {g1, . . . , gY } to set of topics GT = gt1, . . . , gtX . The user
membership matrix M is used to match a query Q to a corresponding user’s
group topic gti. We extract the groups of our 1000 Facebook users. For each
user, we have two different setups. In Setup1, we consider each individual
group description gi as a query Q. In Setup2, we consider the aggregated
set of the groups description G as a query Q. Then, the Query Q is used
to classify the group’s description to topics in our predefined ontology. The
groups description of the users are extracted and classified using the Spree
text classifier (about 5000 social-posts) in two rounds, the first round with
Setup1 and the second sound with Setup2.

The results of classifying the group’s description are illustrated in Figure
4.5. It is noticeable that using Setup1 our classification mechanism classified
around 90 percent of users to number of topics between 1 and 15, while the
remaining users have wider diverse topics. In the other hand, using Setup2
our classification mechanism classified around 100 percent of users to num-
ber of topics between 1 and 7. Accordingly, we hypothesize that using the
aggregated group’s description of the user to predict his topics of interest
is more reliable than using each individual group’s description. In the other
hand, even in Setup2, we have up to 7 topics of interests, which considered
too wide. Thus, using only the group’s description of the user to classify the
topics of his interest is not reliable; because it maps the users to wide diverse
of topics. But, using the group’s description in general is more reliable than
using the social posts.

These results lead us to the next step of reliability testing, where we
investigate the semantic relationship between the topics of the social-posts
of a user and the topics of his groups.
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Figure 4.5: Fraction of users in each group classification topic

4.4.3 Semantic relatedness between the topics of the
user’s groups and social-posts

In order to map a user to topics of interests in an efficient way, we need
to reduce the number of topics matched by our text classifier. Although,
group-based classification out performs the social-posts classification by al-
most twice, the number of matched topics is still big. We need a model to
reduce the number of matched topics. We used the Cosine Similarity [TP07]
measure to discover the intersection classifications between groups and social-
post according to Equation 4.1. We represent the topics if the social-posts
and the topics of the groups by vectors. Then, we apply the Cosine similarity,
where the Cosine similarity is a measure of similarity between two vectors.
It measures the cosine of the angle between the two vectors. If the result is
1 that means the two vectors are exactly the same. If the result is 0 that
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means the two vectors are independence.

Sim (GT, PT ) =
N

u=1

GT.PT

|GT ||PT |
(4.1)

Figure 4.6: Similarity between group’s topics and social-post’s topics for each
user in his explicit social graph

We conduct our experiment to find the intersection between user’s in-
terests based on groups and his interests based on social-posts. We use two
setups. In Setup1, we find the similarity between the topics of the individual
social-posts and the topics of the individual groups. The results of the ex-
periment shown in Figure 4.6 explain that around 75 percent of users have
no similarity between the topics of their social-posts and the topics of the
groups that they have membership, and most of the remaining 30 percent of
users have weak similarity between the topics of social-posts and groups. In
Setup2, we find the similarity between the topics of the aggregated social-
posts and the topics of the aggregated groups. The results of the experiment
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shown in Figure 4.7 explain that less than 45 percent of users have no similar-
ity between the topics of their aggregated social-posts and the topics of the
aggregated groups that they have membership, and the remaining 55 percent
of users have similarity between the topics of the aggregated social-posts and
the aggregated groups.

Figure 4.7: Similarity between group’s topics and social-post’s topics for each
user in his explicit social graph

Based on Setup1, we can say that statistically user’s social-posts and
groups are not necessarily similar. Further analysis of our data set is made in
order to explain this phenomenon. By manual reviewing of the user’s social-
posts and groups, we found that most of the user’s social-posts are short
sentences and lacks enough key words to help the text classifier to retrieve
specific topics. On the contrary of that, the group’s description is professional
and long enough for the classifier to work efficiently. Thus, standard text
classification techniques such as Naive Bayes are insufficient to classify social-
posts.

By applying Equation 4.1, we find that, average similarity using Setup2
is greater than 0.5, which means there is reasonable level of latent semantic
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between the aggregated social-posts and the aggregated group’s description.
Therefore, we infer that, users with similar social-posts and group’s topics
are sharing interests in these topics.

Interests based on the categorization of the user’s groups using Setup2
could be expressed by the set EG = {gt1, . . . , gtN}, where gti denotes interest
of user u in group topic gti. On the other side, interests based on user’s
social-posts categorization using Setup2 is represented by the set EP =
{pti, . . . , ptN}, where pti denotes interest of user u in social-posts topic pti.
Thus, we hypothesize that the interests set of a user is expressed by E =
EG ∩ EP . This leads to the illation that interests graph could be detected
from the topics intersection between groups and social-posts, which is our
suggested data extraction model to discover the interests of a specific user.

4.5 Conclusion

Extracting and categorizing the user-generated content could help in recom-
mending the right service to the user. The smart extraction of user-generated
content could yield to enhanced identification of the user’s interests. In this
chapter, we proposed an approach to investigate the visibility of using the
textual form of the user-generated content in order to classify the interests of
the user. Also, to identify the most suitable mechanism to extract useful and
relevant textual user-generated content that could enhance the performance
of interest discovery process. Furthermore, we introduce a comparison study
between the different types of textual contents in Online Social Networks
in order to decide which type is the most proper to use in identifying the
interests of users.

Her, we introduced our dynamic content extraction mechanism for OSN.
The proposed mechanism based on the observations that in OSN, the groups
that a user has a membership in can statically give a good indication about
his interests. This extractor presented an approach for interests finding in
Facebook based on the classification of the user’s groups and social-posts.
The aggregation of the social-posts of a user and the description of his groups
could enhance the performance of the classification mechanism. In addition,
the social-posts of the user are insufficient alone to classify his interest based
on the classical classification mechanisms that depend on the Bag Of Words
technique.

We studied the relationship between social-posts and the group’s mem-
bership in Online Social Networks. We introduce in-depth analysis of the
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user’s social-posts with the objective to have a clear understanding of their
structure and underlying mechanisms in Online Social Networks. We pre-
sented our analytical study and those components that contribute to the
proposed semantic interest discovery framework. We analyzed the user’s in-
teractions in the form of social-posts and group’s membership in order to
discover the interests graph (latent semantic social graph). The Spree text
classifier (based on Naive Bayes trained on a predefined ontology of topics)
used to match users to topics. Matching users based on the group’s member-
ship or social-posts showed that the group’s membership or social-posts of a
user can reflect his interests and expertise but still it maps the user to rel-
atively wide range of topics. Examining semantic relatedness between user’s
groups and social-posts leads to the convection that interests graph could be
detected from the topics intersection between groups and social-posts.

A latent semantic between the social-posts of a specific user is existed. In
addition, an implicit semantic between the social-posts of the user and the
description of his groups is existed also. A model that able to represent the
latent semantic between user’s social-posts and his social graph is needed.
We present and discuss the details of such model in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

An interests discovery
mechanism based on a
semantically enriched social
graph

As a result of the social-posts analysis in chapter 4, we have reached the
conviction that, an implicit semantic between the social-posts of the user
and the social-posts of his social graph members existed also. A model that
able to represent the latent semantic between user’s social-posts and his social
graph is needed.

Analyzing the social-posts of a user, such as his textual posts in Facebook
or Twitter can help in classifying his topics of interests. The Bag Of Words1

based text classification technique classifies social-posts to a wide diverse
of topics, but they fail to catch the implicit semantic relations between the
contained entities. In this chapter, we propose a new technique to discover
the implicit semantic relations between entities in text messages, which can
infer the interests of a user from his Semantic Graph and Semantic Social
Graph. The proposed technique based on a semantically enriched graph rep-
resentation of the entities that contained in social-posts. We invented a new
algorithm (Root-Path-Degree) and used it to find the most representative
sub-graph that reflects the semantic implicit interests of the user. We eval-
uated our technique using manually annotated social-posts of 687 Facebook
users. Precision and Recall2 results showed that our technique outperforms
the standard Bag Of Words technique.

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bag-of-words model
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision and recall
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5.1 Introduction

With the advent of online Social Networks (OSN), personalized systems be-
came more and more important; because users become the producers of
valuable information, which could be used to enhance the quality of pro-
vided services [KLM+09]. Personalized web applications and services such
as recommender systems and personalized search engines needs to know the
interests of users. The lexical meaning of interest is something that concerns,
involves, or draw the attention of a person3. Thereby, the existed interests
could form reference points to recommend services and advertisements.

Typically, the design of personalized systems asks for User Model (UM)
[XBC05, GTZ08]. A serious subproblem in UM is to detect the interests of
a user from his documents and interaction. Interest of a user is a model
to acquire the range of topics that could be of the interest of that user. The
UM bases predominantly on explicit data in user profiles [CMC+10]. The UM
usually utilizes user profile, documents, interaction, and behavior. The profile
based technique does not consider the changes in interests over time [LCM11],
because profiles are unnecessarily up-to-date. In addition, the user’s profile is
unnecessarily complete and correct, which makes it unreliable to build UM.
On the other hand, the user’s documents in OSN take the form of textual
generated social-posts. The social-posts in general are highly focused, domain
unspecific, short in length, informal, multilingual, and grammatical error
prone text messages. We call these characteristics as Lingual Characteristics
of Social-Posts (LCSP), LCSP was discussed in detail in Chapter 1 Section
1.3.1.

In online Social Networks, each user has online community called social
graph, which was explained in 1.3.1. The user interacts with his social graph
by writing or publishing social-posts in the form of text messages, or by com-
menting on the social-posts of one or more of his social graph members. In
Facebook and Twitter, Status4 and Tweet5 respectively are the textual form
of the user’s social-post. Social-post is a text message that may have more
than one meaningful sentence. Social-posts may have semantically related en-
tities which can reflect the interests of user. A social-post could have multiple
text comments from different users referred as Comment. A Comment may
have sentences or keywords that are semantically related to the social-post.
A friend is a user in the social graph who has commented on the social-post,
it referred hereafter as Friend.

But, social-posts are usually written in a non-standard language, which

3http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/interest
4http://developers.facebook.com/docs/reference/api/user/
5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter
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makes it inapplicable to the standard Natural Language Processing 6 tech-
niques that used to catch relations between words in text. In many cases,
there are implicit semantic relations between the contained entities of social-
posts. These implicit semantic relations could form the Semantically Enriched
Graph (SEG) of the user if they represented in a machine readable format.
From the SEG of a user we could infer his interests. If we added the Com-
ments of user’s friends to the initial social-posts, we can achieve a better
understanding of these social-posts because we considered the social context.
By processing the social-posts and their Comments, we establish a link be-
tween the SEG of a user and the SEG of other members in his social graph.
This leads to a Semantically Enriched Social Graph (SESG). Her, we do not
have a machine readable representation of our SESG as defined in 1.3.1.

Despite of the LCSP, the social-posts have latent semantics. The social-
posts consist of words. One or more words may represent entity or concept.
Co-occurrence of entities and concepts can give clues about topics of interests.
Besides that, encyclopedic relations between entities can enrich the clues
about the topic of interest. Accordingly, we emphasis the definition of the
explicit semantic and the implicit semantic of a word as:

• The explicit semantic of the word: is the vector of its occurrence asso-
ciations within the social-post’s text [TWL+11].

• The implicit semantic of the word: is the vector of its encyclopedic asso-
ciations within open knowledge repository concepts, such as Wikipedia
concepts.

The traditional text classification techniques based on Bag Of Words
(BOW) perform well with documents which are large and rich with con-
tent; because words occurrence is almost high. Thus, the frequency of words
is enough to capture the explicit semantics in such documents. But it has
nothing to do with the implicit semantic. In addition, BOW based techniques
perform badly on social-posts as they would have performed on larger text
documents. Therefore, we need a technique to find the most popular interests
model, keeping in mind the implicit semantic relation between the contained
entities in social-posts.

In this chapter, we propose a semantic graph based approach to detect
the user’s interests from his social-posts, taking into consideration that a
user in OSN tends to interact with users in his social graph who have similar
interests [JMI10]. We represent the social-posts of a user as SEG of related
entities, social-posts and Comments from other users in his social graph are

6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural language processing
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represented as SESG. In both the SEG and SESG, nodes are semantically en-
riched entities from open knowledge repository such as Freebase7, and edges
are the encyclopedic semantic relations between those entities. After that,
we apply our invented Root-Path-Degree algorithm to prune SEG or SESG
in order to find the most likelihood sub-graph(s) that may infer interests of
the user.

Figure 5.1: Sample social-posts and Comments from OSN, uIpJ is the Jth
social-post of user I, fIcJ is the Jth Comment of Friend I.

The task of our proposed technique is to map a user to a target sub-
graph of interests GI in his SEG or SESG. The GI should infer the implicit
semantic interests of the user. The SEG is undirected graph, where nodes
are semantically enriched entities extracted from the user’s social-posts, and
edges are the semantic relations between entities weighted by the frequency of
semantic occurrences in Linked Open Data (LOD)8 source, such as Freebase;
which connects distributed data across the web.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: We start with some re-
lated works in section 5.2. The description of our approach and the proposed

7http://www.freebase.com
8http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linked data#Linking open-data community project
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algorithm discussed in section 5.3. The experiments and evaluation will be
conducted in section 5.4. In section 5.5, the chapter concludes with some
notes.

5.2 Related Work

Typical approaches to interests detection in OSN is to investigate the user’s
profile. The user’s profile contains static data, which is unreliable to express
the real interests of users [SK03]. At the organization level, classification of
documents related to the user can express his topics of interest, but the on-
line interaction of users is neglected [MBA+07]. Another research [JYZF09]
studied the discussion threads in online communities to find interested users
in specific topics, while social network relations are derived from user inter-
action, to improve performance using ExpertRank [JYZF09] algorithm. Re-
searchers in [AKLA11] used standard text classification techniques to classify
social-posts and the description of the groups in which a Facebook user has
membership into topics of interest based on a predefined ontology. Results
showed that supervised classification of groups’ description outperforms the
classification of social-posts. Furthermore, users were mapped to a wide di-
verse of interests, which means high Recall and low Precision. Further inves-
tigation showed that text classification performs badly in detecting interest
from social-posts.

Campbell et al. in [CMCD03] utilized the e-mail contents and social net-
work pattern in e-mail communications to discover interested users in par-
ticular topics. Unsupervised clustering of email text messages used to detect
interests. They compared the content-based only approach and the graph-
based approach, which takes into consideration both text content and com-
munication patterns. Results showed that graph-based approach outperforms
the content-based approach in knowing who knows more about specific topic.
Regardless of the good results of this approach, it is inapplicable to social-
posts in OSN; because of the differences between LCSP of social-posts and
characteristics of email messages. Kardan and others [AAF11] proposed a
new ranking algorithm galled "SNPageRank" to find the interests model in
Friendfeed9 Social Network, the proposed algorithm utilized updated version
of PageRank algorithm. Instead of web pages, people in Social Networks and
the connections between them are used as hyperlinks. Also, the connections
between nodes are weighted. This algorithm works fine to determine users

9http://friendfeed.com/
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with high contribution in the Social Network without determining in which
field they are interested in or experts. From our point of view, confidence
correlation assumption between profile data and documents in this research
may perform well at organizational level but not in the case of OSN.

Akram et al. [AKLA11] found that BOW based text classification tech-
nique is unsuitable to map user to interests, where Naive Bayes text classi-
fication was used to classify social-posts by representing text as BOW. The
obtained results showed that a user could be mapped to wide diverse of
interests; because BOW techniques rely on word frequency (i.e. the word oc-
currence in a text message), which is too small in social-post. This leads to
the intuition of representing text as BOW technique does not perform well
in catching the implicit semantic relation between the entities contained in
social-posts. Thus, we need a new approach to represent social-posts, keeping
in mind the semantic relations between the contained entities.

In contrast to all these, our approach takes into account interests change
over time, and the LCSP. For that purpose, it forms SEG and SESG based on
the aggregated occurrence graphs of keywords and named entities of social-
posts. In addition to the social semantic gained from Comments and Friends.
Moreover, SESG can help to find a ranked graph of possible interested users
around a particular topic. Experiments on a manually annotated gold stan-
dard data set showed that our proposed approach is efficient to detect inter-
ests from Facebook social-posts.

5.3 Approach

The proposed technique carries out a series of pipeline operations as follows.
For each individual social-post, we extract the occurrence graph of keywords
and named entities, we reference entities in occurrence graphs from semantic
enrichment sources such as Freebase, then we aggregate occurrence graphs
to form a SEG of concepts according to Algorithm 1. To form the SESG,
we investigate each node in SEG, retrieve and match the Comments from
Friends on that node according to Algorithm 2. After that, our invented
Root-Path-Degree algorithm (discussed in 5.3.3 ) is used to prune SEG and
SESG, and discover sub-graph(s) that represent interests of the user.

We present social-posts as a SEG, in which nodes represent semantically
enriched entities such as related keywords, events, person names, locations,
and organizations. In our case, a semantically enriched entity is an entity
that has a representation in Freebase LOD repository. Edges in the SEG are
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represented by the number of semantic relations between entities. At this
point, three main sub-definitions need to be addressed:

• Co-occurrence graph: is undirected graph of named entities and noun
phrases that occurred in the same social-post.

• SEG: is a semantic representation of the user’s social-posts.

• SESG: is a semantic representation of the user’s social-posts and Com-
ments.

To explain the previously defined terms, let us take example the first
social-post u1p1 shown in Figure 5.1, "Jordan arabic". Grammatically, this
sentence is incorrect, neither it has a clear understanding by itself. We need
some clues about the words "Jordan" and "arabic" to understand the seman-
tic relation between this social-post and other social-posts. Is the sentence
talking about the country "Jordan" or the basketball player "Jordan"?, the
answer of this question is a disambiguate problem. To disambiguate such
entities, extra clues are needed. These clues might be found in surrounding
social-posts, which is the reason why we need to find the semantic relations
between entities in the Co-occurrence graphs. on the other hand, SEG is a
semantic representation of the user’s social-posts, it forms of the aggregation
of his semantically enriched occurrence graphs. The SESG is the aggregated
SEG of social-posts and Comments keeping references to the commenting
Friends.

foreach node in occurrence graph do
synonym-list = get synonyms from WordNet dictionary;
foreach synonym in synonym-list do

topics-list = get topics from freebase;
foreach item in topics-list do

find semantic relations with other items;
find the weight of each semantic relation;
add item to SEG and update edges with weights;

end

end

end
return SEG

Algorithm 1: Semantic Graph generation algorithm
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foreach node in SEG do
comments-list = get Comments on current node;
foreach item in comments-list do

get occurrence graph;
temp-gaph = apply Algorithm 1 on occurrence graph;

end
SESG = SEG with semantically related temp-graph;

end
return SESG

Algorithm 2: Semantic Social Graph generation algorithm

5.3.1 Co-occurrence graph

Co-occurrence graph is used to provide a representation of potential associ-
ations between people, organizations, concepts or other entities represented
within a written text [RFM+09]. In this graph, words are nodes and relations
between words are edges. Because of the LCSP in such text messages, we con-
sidered the occurrence of two words in the same message as an undirected
relation measure. On the social-post level, we extract the occurrence graph of
noun phrases and named entities using Natural Language Processing (NLP)
tools. At the user level, we consider the inter-semantic relations between
the nodes of occurrence graphs. For this purpose, we reference and disam-
biguate nodes in occurrence graphs by combining Named Entity Recognition
(NER)10, keyword extraction, word synonyms, and semantic enrichment from
LOD resource; such as Freebase.

We extract noun phrases using part of speech taggers, such as Stanford
Part of Speech Tagger11. Then, we generate the occurrence graph as an undi-
rected graph consisting of a set of nodes ni, where ni ∈ N, based on the fol-
lowing simple words-association measures: N = NE ∪ CNP ∪ SNP, where
frequency of SNP ≥ average of terms occurrence, CNP is the set of com-
pound noun phrases, and SNP is the set of simple noun phrases. As shown
in the examples of Figure 5.1, occurrence graph of social-post u1p1 has two
nodes, "Jordan" and "arabic", while the occurrence graph of social-post u1p4
contains the nodes: "King Hussein", "peace agreement", and "Israel".

10http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Named-entity recognition
11http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
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5.3.2 Semantically Enriched Graph (SEG)

At the social-post level, messages might be unstructured in terms of lingual
rules because of the previously mentioned LCSP problems. The user expresses
his ideas in few words, those words in general are semantically related noun
phrases and key words.

At the user level, for each occurrence graph, we go through each node
iteratively, and consider the node as a search-term. We use WorldNet12 dic-
tionary to retrieve all possible synonyms of that search-term. The result is
a synonyms-list corresponding to each node in the occurrence graph. After
that, we semantically enrich the graph using Freebase API13 as follows: for
each entry in the synonyms-list, we retrieve Freebase IDs of the most rele-
vant five entities from Freebase. An entity is considered to be relevant if it
appears in the result of a Freebase query. Results of freebase-graph consist
of connected entities based on types and properties, where type denotes an
"IS A relationship" about a topic, and property is a "HAS A relationshi"
between the topic and the value of the property. We used exploring entity
relations concept in [Plo11] to form the graph. Figure 5.2 shows the resulted
SEG of the social-posts from u1p1 to u1p4 obtained from the example in
Figure 5.1.

5.3.3 Root-Path-Degree algorithm

In SEG or SESG, a sub-graph of entities that are highly related semantically
is existed, and this sub-graph can infer the implicit interests of the user. We
developed the Root-Path-Degree algorithm depicted in Algorithm 3 which
prunes the SEG or SESG and detect the most popular sub-graph. The en-
tries that have weak semantic connection to the root node are trimmed. The
root node is elected using the vertex rank score of Betweenness Centrality
algorithm [MVGD11], in which the most popular node in the graph is se-
lected as a root node. The root node is an entity in the graph which has the
most semantic relations with other entities. After that, we gave a weight to
each node based on the multiplication of its out degree and the recursively
calculated number of paths to the root node. Nodes with a weight greater
than zero considered as nodes in the sub-graph. As illustrated in Figure 5.2,
applying the algorithm on the SEG obtained from Figure 5.1 results with
"/en/jordan" as the root node and the out degree of both "/en/king hussein"
and "/en/amman" is 5 and the number of paths to root "/en/jordan" is 5.
The resulted graph after applying the algorithm is a sub-graph consisting of

12http://wordnet.princeton.edu
13http://wiki.freebase.com/wiki/API
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Figure 5.2: Semantic Graph of social-posts obtained from the examples in
Figure 5.1, showing the implicit sub-graphs of interests

"/en/jordan" as the root, and "/en/amman" , and "/en/king hussein" as
two main branches. After processing all the nodes in the graph, we came up
with a sub-graph consisting of semantically related nodes with high popular-
ity. Sub-graphs are countered and ranked by calculating the summation of
the weights of the root and the first level of child nodes. Sub-graph with the
highest rank considered as the representative sub-graph of the user’s inter-
ests. If we have more than one representative sub-graph (i.e. all have the same
rank), the user mapped to more than one sub-graph of interesting topics, as
shown in Figure 5.2.

5.3.4 Semantically Enriched Social Graph (SESG)

To form the SESG, we iterate through each social-post and retrieve the Com-
ments and Friends commented on that social-post. Then, we generate an
occurrence graph of the social-post and its Comments. After that, we gener-
ate SESG in the same way used to generate the SEG, keeping references to
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root = highest vertex rank in betweenness centrality of SEG;
foreach node in SEG do

weight = outdegree * No. of paths to the root;
if weight = 0 then

delete node from SEG;
end
else

add node to the matched GI in GI-List;
end

end
foreach GI in GI-List do

rank GI;
end
return GI/s with highest rank

Algorithm 3: Root-Path-Degree algorithm for Semantic Graph pruning

the initiator Friend of the Comments. Therefore, we apply the same Root-
Path-Degree algorithm to prune the SESG. We end up with a sub-graph
that semantically represents interests model, and a reference-list of Friends
that may share the user his interests. Figure 5.3 shows the SESG of the
social-posts obtained from the example in Figure 5.1. The out degree of both
"/en/king hussein" and "/en/amman" is 5 and the number of paths to root
the "/en/jordan" is 6 and 5 respectively. The result graph after applying the
clustering algorithm is a sub-graph consisting of "/en/jordan" as the root,
and "/en/king hussein" as a branch. And the result reference-list contains
the Friends f1, and f2.

The PageRank14 algorithm is one of the most widely used page ranking
algorithms, states that if a page has important links to it, its links to other
pages also become important [MVGD11]. PageRank algorithm used to rank
the interested Friends in the reference-list. The PageRank of a Friend is de-
fined as the number of all nodes in the sub-graph of interests in SESG that
refers to its "incoming links". A Friend that is referenced by nodes repre-
sented in the sub-graph receives a high rank itself. If there are no references
to a Friend, then it disappeared from the reference-List.

14http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PageRank
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Figure 5.3: Semantic Social graph of social-posts and Comments

5.4 Evaluation

This section aims to assess the performance of our proposed approach to
detect the user’s interests based on a semantically enriched SEG and SESG.
We evaluated our technique by comparing the result sub-graph of interests
the user mapped to using our technique, and those the user mapped to using
Naive Bayes text classifier (NBc) with those in the gold standard dataset
(GSc). The Naive Bayes classifier has been trained on a predefined ontology
consists of the topics in our gold standard data set. The Weka15 machine
learning and data mining tool was used to get results of NBc, while GSc was
manually annotated.

In order to evaluate our technique, we compared the Precision and Recall
of the result sub-graphs of interests obtained by our proposed technique to
those obtained using the Naive Bayes classifier, and those in the gold standard
dataset.

15http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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5.4.1 Data Set

In our experiment, we used Facebook as the source of our dataset. We used
the data extractor described in 4.2 to extract the social-posts of the Facebook
users in our data set. Then, we have created a gold standard data set consists
of a collection of manually annotated Facebook users based on their social-
posts in a specific period of time. Facebook Graph API16 was used to extract
data from the first to the end of September 2011. The data set consists of
2070 social-posts of 612 Facebook users. Each social-post has at least one
Comment. All text messages are in English.

The data have been collected as follows: We started by selecting three
Facebook users and their 684 Friends. Then, we extracted the social-posts and
Comments of each user for 10 days. After that, we removed all non-English
social-posts; because our semantically enrichment method used the English
version of Freebase. We considered only social-posts that have Comments in
order to be able to generate the SESG. At the end, we came up with a data
set that had only 612 users, and the total number of social-posts is 2070. The
average was 3.4 social-posts per users.

5.4.2 Experiment design

In order to evaluate our proposed approach, we need a baseline. Due to the
privacy policy used in Facebook, there are no publicly available datasets of
classified users based on social-posts that could be used as baseline. There-
fore, we assessed the performance of our proposed technique by an experiment
based on manually annotated dataset.

5.4.2.1 Annotating social-posts

In order to annotate the social-posts manually, we aggregated the social-posts
and their Comments of each user in our data set. After that, we used Free-
base to manually extract a list of the most 10 candidate-topics that cover
most of the interests of the users in our data set. For each candidate-topic,
we extracted the first three levels of taxonomies for more explanation for
the annotators, as show in Figure 5.4. Then, we generated three different
versions of the candidate-topics list, each one has a unique random distri-
bution of the list’s items to ensures the unbiased of the annotators. After
that, we distributed these three versions of the candidate-topics list to three
independent annotators, each annotator has a different candidate-topics list.
The three independent annotators are from different scientific backgrounds.

16http://developers.facebook.com/docs/
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Furthermore, we asked them to manually map each user of the 612 users in
our data set to two specific candidate-topics from the candidate-topics list.

Conducive to have a systematic annotating process, we asked the anno-
tators to apply a categorization procedure consists of the following steps:
Firstly, read and try to understand all social-posts and Comments for
each individual user. Secondly, match the user to the most two appropri-
ate candidate-topics from the candidate-topics list, if none of the topics in
candidate-topics list is applicable, then annotate the user as Not Available
(NA). As a result, we had 17% of the users in our gold standard data set
annotated as NA. In order to validate the manual annotation process, we
took into consideration only the annotations that overlapped by at least two
of the three annotators. The result was around 73% of the users have over-
lapped annotations. This reduced the size of our data set to only 446 users,
these users were considered as our Gold Standard data set (GS).

Figure 5.4: List of the selected Freebase candidate-topics to annotated the
data set. The list of candidate-topics is marked by red color, and the tax-
onomies of the "products & Services" candidate-topic are marked by green
color.
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5.4.2.2 Experimental protocol

In contemplation to check the validity of our mechanism, we trained the
NBc on a predefined ontology of the topics obtained from the candidate-
topics list, which was used to build the GS in 5.4.2.1. We used 346 users
from our GS as training set, and the rest 100 users as test set. Next, for
the systems SESG and SEG, we fed both systems with the test set. Then,
we applied the Root-Path-Degree algorithm on the result SESG and SEG.
After that, we compared the obtained results with the results from NBc and
GS. We used Precision, Recall, and F-Measure17 as evaluation metrics. We
used Precision to measure of what percentage users are correctly mapped to
candidate-topic, i.e., Precision is the number of correctly mapped users (True
Positive) divided by the total number of mapped users by the system (True
Positive + False Positive). Recall tells us to what percentage the mapped
users are correctly mapped, in other words, Recall is the number of correctly
mapped users (True Positive) divided by the total number of mapped users
(True Positive + False Negative) in GS. F-Measure is the harmonic mean of
Precision and Recall, which is used to measure the test accuracy. Precision,
Recall and F-Measure are explained with more details in 2.3.6. The tables
Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 show the confusion matrices of the NBc,
SEG and SESG respectively.

Table 5.1: Confusion matrix of NBc
Observation classes (GS)

Prediction 60 13
(NBC) 20 7

Table 5.2: Confusion matrix of SEG
Observation classes (GS)

Prediction 66 12
(SEG) 20 2

Table 5.3: Confusion matrix of SESG
Observation classes (GS)

Prediction 68 11
(SESG) 18 3

Another assessment is to compare the number of candidate-sub-graphs

17http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F1 score
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the user mapped to using our technique to the number of candidate-topics
the user mapped to using NBc. The system considered to perform better,
if it maps the user to smaller number of candidate-sub-graphs. Results are
discussed in the following section.

5.4.3 Results

We report the Precision, Recall, and F-Measure results in Table 5.4. However,
SESG outperforms SEG and NBc. The few difference (around 7%) between
Precision and Recall in both SESG and SEG implies that our techniques
are reliable to map most of users to some interests. In spite of the mapping
accuracy, the comprehensive resource of entities in Freebase plays a main role
in mapping most of users in our data set. Strictly speaking, our technique
outperforms the NBc in this kind of textual contents; because the predefined
ontology is not comprehensive enough to cover all possible interests that a
Facebook users may write social-posts about, in addition to the main reason
that the terms’ frequency in social-posts are not enough to catch the class of
the social-posts.

Table 5.4: Experiment results of the SEG and the SESG models

Precession Recall F-Measure

Semantically Enriched Social Graph (SESG) 86% 79% 82%
Semantically Enriched Graph (SEG) 85% 77% 81%
Naive Bayes (NBc) 82% 75% 78%

Figure 5.5 shows the number of sub-graphs of interests (topics) that a
user mapped to using SESG, SEG, and NBc as mentioned in the experiment
results. From Figure 5.5we can notice that the SESG technique outperforms
both SEG and NBc in terms of the number of sub-graph of interests that a
user could be mapped to. The performance considered better; because the
number of mapped sub-graphs of interests is closer to one. It is noticeable
from Figure 5.5 that SESG has mapped around 70% of users to one sub-
graph of interest only, while NBc has failed to map around 90% of users to
one sub-graph of interests. Likewise, the SEG does not perform well to map
users to one sub-graph of interests only, because only around 20% of users
has been successfully mapped to one sub-graph of interest.
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Figure 5.5: Number of sub-graphs of interests a user could be mapped to
using SESG, SEG and Naive Bayes classifier

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we addressed the problem of mapping users to sub-graph of
topics that mostly represents their interest. We proposed a technique based
on a semantically enriched graph models; SEG and SESG, and an algorithm
(Root-Path-Degree) that can discover a sub-graph that represent the inter-
ests of the user. The SEG represents the key words and named entities in the
social-posts of a user and his social interaction with Friends. According to
the experimental results, our proposed SEG has significantly outperformed
the BOW based Naive Bayes classifier in accuracy and reliability. In addi-
tion, we propose to take the related Comments of the current social-post
into consideration when constructing the SESG. The results showed that the
SESG significantly improved the performance of the interest discovery. The
following chapter will present an alternative solution based on a semantically
enriched Bayesian Network model.
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Chapter 6

Interests discovery using
Bayesian Networks based
model

Knowing the interests of users in online Social Networks became essential to
adapt the services of the system to the needs of the users. Interests discov-
ery from user’s social-posts based on standard text classification techniques
such as Bag Of Words fails to catch the implicit relations between terms.
In the previous chapter 5, we presented the Semantic Graph and the Se-
mantic Social Graph models to represent the explicit syntactic and implicit
semantic relations between the contents of the users social-posts. We applied
the Root-Path-Degree algorithm to discover a sub-graph that represents the
interests of the user. In this chapter, we present an alternative solution for
interests discovery from the user’s social-posts based on a semantically en-
riched Bayesian Network model. The proposed approach extracts terms and
segments from user’s social-posts. Next, it enriches them semantically from
open knowledge repository. Then, it creates a Bayesian Network to model
the syntactic and semantic relations between them. Finally, it uses proba-
bilistic inference to elect a list of candidate topics of interests that have high
posterior probability given the explicit and implicit features in social-posts
as observed evidences. Our approach could be used without a pre-classified
training set. A primary evaluation was conducted using manually annotated
data of Facebook users. Results showed that our approach outperforms Bag
Of Words technique and that it has promising indications for effectively de-
tecting interest of users in online Social Networks.
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6.1 Introduction

Discovering the interests of users in online Social Networks (OSN) could form
a milestone in building User Models (UM) [AKA12b]. The lexical meaning
of interest is something that concerns, involves, draw the attention of, or
arouses the curiosity of a person1. Personalized web applications and ser-
vices such as recommender systems and personalized search engines depend
on UM [XBC05, GTZ08]. With the advent of OSN, personalized systems
became more important. In such systems, users became the producers of
valuable information which could be used to enrich his UM [KLM+09], users
produce information in different forms, one of them is text messages. The
text messages are considered the social-posts. In OSN, UM is predominantly
based on explicit and implicit data in profiles [CMC+10]. Knowing the inter-
ests of a user from the contents of his social-posts in order to enrich his UM
is a hot research field.

Usually, text sentences have implicit syntactic relations between terms.
The implicit syntactic relations are the grammatical links between content
words of a sentence which denote grammatical relations between nouns,
verbs, adverbs and adjectives [Ste98]. Social-posts (as explained in 1.3.1) are
highly focused, not domain specific, short in length, informal, multilingual
and grammatical error prone [AKA12b]. These characteristics of social-posts
made it inapplicable for Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, such
as Part-Of-Speech Tagging (POST) to catch the implicit syntactic relations
between terms, even when using shallow parsers [MB04].

Traditional text classification techniques based on Bag Of Words (BOW)
perform well on large and rich with content documents, because the word
occurrence is high, i.e., the frequency of words is enough to capture the
explicit semantics of terms. The explicit semantic of a word is the vector of
its occurrence associations within the text [TWL+11]. On the other hand,
when dealing with social-posts, BOW based techniques do not perform well
as they would have performed on larger text documents. Thus, representing
social-posts using BOW technique is unsuitable to catch the explicit semantic
relations between the contained terms in social-posts, because of the lack of
terms frequency [AKLA11, GAS11].

We have observed that when a user publishes some social-posts in OSN,
he assumes the audience user in the other end is familiar with the subject. As
a result, the user uses a few number of terms and phrases that have implicit
semantic relations. Knowing the implicit encyclopedic semantics relations
between terms and phrases could enrich the clues about the topic of interest.

1http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/interest
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The implicit semantics of a word or phrase is the vector of its encyclopedic
associations with open knowledge repository, such as Wikipedia2 concepts
[AKLA11]. In open knowledge repositories, concepts are semantically tied
together by links, which forms a graph of semantically related entities or
concepts [Sch08].

Usually, user submits social-posts in different points in time. Knowing
the temporal factor can dramatically affect in catching the semantic relations
between the contents of social-posts. Social-posts with large time window are
supposed to be weakly related. On the other hand, social-posts with small
time window could have strong semantics relations [AT10].

Therefore, we need a model that is able to inference with previously men-
tioned four sources of uncertainty (implicit syntactic relations, explicit se-
mantic relations, implicit encyclopedic semantics relations and temporal fac-
tor between successive social-posts). Bayesian Network is one of the mathe-
matical models that perform good reasoning under uncertainty.

In this chapter we propose an approach to discover the interests of a
user from the contents of his social-posts based on semantically enriched
Bayesian Network model. The proposed approach overcomes the implicit
syntactic, explicit semantic and implicit semantic problems that impact the
social-post classification using traditional techniques. In addition, it handles
the temporal factor between successive social-posts. Another advantage of the
proposed approach is that no training is required to start using the system.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We start with a brief
description of Bayesian Networks and reasoning in Section 6.2. Then, we in-
troduce some related work in Section 6.3. The description of our approach
and the proposed model are explained in Section 6.4. We conduct our exper-
iment and evaluation in Section 6.5. In Section 6.6, the chapter concludes
with some notes and future work is highlighted.

6.2 Reasoning under uncertainty and

Bayesian Networks

In general, machine learning problems have a degree of uncertainty. The un-
certainty source could be some problems in data, such as missing features,
ambiguous data, inconsistent data and approximated data [CW92]. Another
source of uncertainty is the knowledge representation, such as representing

2http://www.wikipedia.org
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knowledge based on statistical associations and observations, or the repre-
sentation is not applicable to all situations. The analysis of social-posts in
1.3.1 showed that LCSP could cause different degrees of uncertainty. Thus,
we need a model that is able to: represent uncertain data, combine multiple
pieces of uncertain data and draw inference (reasoning) using uncertain data.

The Naive Bayes classifier is one of the simplest text classifiers based on
BOW technique. It assumes that all attributes of the text document are inde-
pendent of each other given the context of the class. This is called the Naive
Bayes assumption. Although this assumption is clearly false in some real-
world tasks, the Naive Bayes classifier often performs classification in efficient
and easy to construct way in domains with weakly relevant features [MN98b].
The Naive Bayes classifier is considered to be the simplest probabilistic graph
classification model, which assumes that all the nodes are conditionally inde-
pendent of each other [dFLHR08]. The independence assumption reduces the
classification efficiency when many features are strongly correlated. In fact,
the Naive Bayes classifier could be considered as a Bayesian Network, where
the network structure is fixed and nodes could have only one parent which is
the class node [AdCC05]. As shown in Figure 6.1, the class node is the only
parent of each term node. Class state with the highest posterior probability is
the candidate classification for this co-occurrence of terms. The Naive Bayes
model cannot represent the different correlations between features in social-
posts that came from the previously mentioned implicit syntactic, explicit
semantic, implicit semantic and temporal correlation caused by the LCSP.
Thus, we need a model that is able to represent many strongly correlated
features, and is able to reflect the belief propagation from one type of feature
correlation to another. Bayesian Network is a probabilistic graphical model
for reasoning under uncertainty. We use this model to represent the implicit
syntactic, explicit semantic, implicit semantic and temporal relations be-
tween the components of social-posts. A detailed discussion of Probabilistic
Graphical Models and Bayesian Networks is introduced in Section 2.4

User generated content such as text messages have been utilized to dis-
cover the interests of users. On the other hand, Bayesian Networks can be
used as text classifier. In the following section, we show some related works
that used the user generated content to map the user to topics of interests,
and other works that used the Bayesian Networks to classify text to specific
topics.
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Figure 6.1: Byesian Network structure of the Naive Bayes classifier, one root
node (Class) and three leaf nodes (Terms) with inward arcs.

6.3 Related work

Typical approach to detect the interests of a user in OSN is to investigate his
profile. User’s profile contains static data, which is unreliable to express real
and recent interests of the user [SK03]. In the organization level, classification
of documents related to the user can express his topics of interest, but the
online interaction of users is neglected [MBA+07]. Another research studied
the discussion threads in online communities to find interested users in spe-
cific topics, while social network relations are derived from user interaction,
to improve performance using the ExpertRank algorithm [JYZF09].

In chapter 5 we proposed a semantic graph based approach to detect user’s
interests from his social-posts. In that approach we presented social-posts of
a user as a semantic graph of related entities, social-posts and comments
from other users are represented as semantic social graph. In the semantic
graph and semantic social graph, nodes are semantically enriched entities
from open knowledge repository such as Freebase3, edges are the semantic
relations between those entities. We proposed a Root-Path-Degree algorithm
to prune the semantic graph and semantic social graph in order to find the
most popular subgraph that may infer the interest of the user. The Naive
Bayes classifier was used as a base line because it is one of the simplest tech-
niques that based on BOW, it out performs most of the current text classifiers
such as decision trees and it requires a small amount of training data to ap-

3http://www.freebase.com
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proximate the parameters that are necessary for classification [CNm06]. The
proposed approach outperformed the Naive Bayes classifier in discovering
interest of users. Its performance was complex in-terms of CPU time and
memory space. In addition, it neglects the explicit semantic relations and
temporal relations between social-posts, which have a reasonable impact on
the semantics.

Campbell et al. in [CMCD03] utilized e-mail contents and social network
patterns in e-mail communications to discover interested users in particular
topics. Unsupervised clustering of e-mail text messages were used to detect
interests. They compared the content-based only with a graph-based ap-
proach that takes into consideration both text content and communication
patterns. Results showed that the graph-based approach outperforms the
content-based approach in knowing who knows most about specific topic.
Regardless of the good results of this approach it is inapplicable to social-
posts in OSN, because of the differences between LCSP of social-post and
characteristics of email messages.

In [JKS11], Jaho et al. pore over the interest-based community detection
problem. They proposed a framework called "ISCoDe", for clustering users
according to their interests. This framework is based on methods for detect-
ing communities over weighted graphs, where graph edge weights are defined
based on measures of similarity between nodes. Interests of users extracted
from their profile are considered as input parameters. Regardless of the good
results could be achieved by this framework, it suffers from the problem
of changing interests over time. Kardan and others in [AAF11] proposed a
new ranking algorithm "SNPageRank" for finding the interests model in the
Friendfeed4 Social Network. The proposed algorithm utilized an updated ver-
sion of the PageRank algorithm [LM06]. Instead of web pages, people in OSN
and the connections between them are used as hyperlinks, and the connec-
tions between nodes are weighted. This algorithm works fine in determining
users with high contribution in the Social Network without determining in
which field they are interested or experts.

DeCampose et al. in [dCR09] have proposed a Bayesian Network model
for hierarchical text classification from a thesaurus. The proposed model rep-
resent each term in rich text documents as a root node and find a relation
to some descriptors in a thesaurus. Experimental results showed that the
proposed model outperformed the baseline methods including Naive Bayes.
Nevertheless, this model suffers from limitations of thesaurus such as size
and domain oriented. This model take into consideration the explicit seman-
tic problem, but it does not provide solutions to the implicit syntactic and

4http://friendfeed.com
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implicit semantic problems. Thus, it performs well in classifying documents,
but it does not in short text messages.

In contrast to all these works, our approach takes into consideration the
implicit syntactic, explicit semantic, implicit semantic and temporal factor
problems. In addition, the proposed approach provides a pruning mechanism
to solve the problem of dimensionality reduction. The temporal relation is
represented as a node with diverging arcs to the root nodes of the consequence
social-posts. Experiments on a manually annotated gold standard data set
showed that our proposed technique is efficient in detecting interests from
the social-posts of users in Facebook5 and Twitter6.

The next section introduces our envisioned Bayesian Network model to
represent the implicit syntactic, explicit semantic, implicit semantic and tem-
poral factors that could affect the resolution of the social-posts.

6.4 Bayesian Network model

Personalized web applications and services utilize UM. Discovering the inter-
ests of users in OSN based on their social-posts could enhance the reliability
of UM. The task of our proposed approach is to construct a semantically
enriched Bayesian Network model in order to automatically map a User U
to a target ranked list of categories C = {C1, C2, ..., Cn}. C is extracted
from an open knowledge repository such as Wikipedia. Where C is a set of
leaf nodes in the Bayesian Network, and items C1, C2, ..., Cn are the different
nodes representing topics of interest sorted by their posterior probability.

Therefore, the scope of our approach is an automatic classification of
user’s social-posts based on semantically enriched Bayesian Network model.
This task has several characteristics, which make it valuable: 1) Each term in
the social-posts could represent a different root node, which leads to a dimen-
sionality reduction problem; 2) Terms could occur repeatedly in social-posts,
this is an explicit semantic problem: 3) Term could have syntactic relations
with surrounding terms, this is an implicit syntactic problem; 4) social-posts
could have temporal patterns, which is an implicit temporal relations problem
between successive social-posts; 5) Terms could have encyclopedic semantic
relations, that is an implicit semantic problem.

The proposed approach consists of four phases. First, it extracts and gen-
erates features to solve the dimensionality reduction problem, in this phase

5https://www.facebook.com
6https://twitter.com
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we exploit the structure of the original social-posts and external concepts
from lexicons such as WordNet7 dictionary to generate seed features. The
generated seed features should express the implicit syntactic and explicit se-
mantic relations between terms in the social-post. In addition to that, we
examine the temporal patterns to extract the implicit temporal relations be-
tween successive social-posts. Second phase is the semantic enrichment of the
seed features from open knowledge repositories; such as Wikipedia, in order
to create new semantic entities that catch the implicit semantic relations be-
tween seed features. In the third phase, we build the Bayesian Network in
order to represent the conditional dependencies between the seed features and
the semantic entities. The seed features are represented as root nodes, the
semantic entities are represented as internal nodes, while the leaf nodes rep-
resent the categories extracted from the open knowledge repository. Finally,
we use probabilistic inference algorithm to compute the posterior probabil-
ities of the leaf nodes in order to discover and rank interests topics of the
user. In the following, we introduce a detailed description of each phase:

6.4.1 Features extraction and generation

In general, social-posts are sparse, highly focused, have a wide domain,
noisy, short in length, informal, multilingual and grammatical error prone
[AKA12b] as shown in Table 6.1. The example in Table 6.1 shows a list
of English social-posts of one Twitter user. These characteristics of social-
posts makes it hard to apply standard NLP techniques, such as POST to
catch the implicit syntactic relations between terms [MB04]. When using the
BOW model to represent social-posts it neglects the contextual information
in social-posts. In other words, it could not catch the explicit semantics of
terms [GSD+11], which leads to uncertainty in classification. Temporal pat-
terns between social-posts can affect the semantic relations between terms
and phrases in different social-posts. Therefore, explicit features need to be
extracted and new implicit features need to be generated in a way that the
implicit syntactic, explicit semantic and implicit temporal relations between
terms in different social-posts could be caught.

6.4.1.1 Explicit features extraction

To extract the explicit features from the aggregated social-posts of a user,
we segment the social-posts based on punctuation marks and prepositions.
We consider the punctuation marks as delimiters of the social-posts. For

7http://wordnet.princeton.edu
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Table 6.1: An example list of tweets (social-posts) of one Twitter user.
ID Time Time Stamp Text
P1 19/06/2012, 08:32:10 1340094730 Protests in jordan, and arabia

saudi: Constitutional monarchy
P2 19/06/2012, 10:14:01 1340100841 Michael Jordan in Amman ortho-

dox
P3 19/06/2012, 10:26:18 1340101578 Jordan last game in Jordan

each segment, we check the prepositions and consider them as internal de-
limiters. This procedure sub-segments of each of the segments generated by
punctuations. Then, we modify the POST of the shallow parser for Twit-
ter developed in [GSD+11] to be able to tokenize segments form Facebook
as well as Twitter. Next, a pre-processing mechanism applied on tokens to
identify the language, remove stop-words and extract the term features. Af-
ter that, we apply a Bi-gram tokenizer to extract the phrase features. For
simplicity, we assume the maximum size of the phrase is two terms. The term
features and phrase features are the Uni-gram and Bi-gram explicit features
respectively that handle the implicit syntactic relations in one segment. The
extracted term features, phrase features and segment features are considered
as seed features.

The frequency of the term features and phrase features represents the
explicit semantic of these features. The output of this step is Features Graph
(FG), which contains term features and phrase features as root nodes and
segments as leaf nodes. Each segment node is considered as the child of its
term and phrase features. Each root node has the explicit semantic (frequency
of the term or the phrase, referred to as freq) of the objective feature as the
prior probability that will be used later to calculate the Conditional Proba-
bility Table (CPT) in Section 6.4.3.2 when we build the Bayesian Network
model. while the arcs to segment nodes represent the causal implicit syntactic
relations between the terms and the phrases and the segment that contains
them. Figure 6.2 shows an example sub graph of the FG that was extracted
from the social-post P1 in Table 6.1.

6.4.1.2 Implicit features generation

We validate and enrich the seed features from a lexicon such as the WordNet
dictionary. Each seed feature is checked against the lexicon. The existed seed
features in the lexicon are confirmed as valid seed features. If the seed fea-
ture is not in the lexicon, we assume that it is a spelling error. In this case,
we try to find the most closed lexicon entry by calculating the edit distance
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Figure 6.2: An example sub graph of the FG extracted from the social-post
P1 in Table 6.1.

(Levenshtein Distance) between the seed feature and the candidate entries
in the lexicon. The Levenshtein Distance metric calculates the total number
of operations that needs to be done in order to transform one word to an-
other [HM11]. If a candidate entry has an edit distance less than or equal
2, then it confirmed as a valid generated feature, while others are neglected.
We consider 2 as the threshold for the edit distance based on the implemen-
tation of the Faroo Distributed Search8 to ensure the minimum number of
potentially generated noise terms. The Validation process ensures the dimen-
sionality reduction by pruning the seed features that may add noise to the
FG. Furthermore, the valid seed features enriched with its synonyms from
the lexicon. We consider the corresponding synonym as a generated feature.
In addition, the inverted phrase of the seed features is checked. If we find

8http://blog.faroo.com/category/open-source/
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some match in the lexicon, we consider the inverse of the phrase as a gen-
erated feature as well. The generated features are considered as the children
of its corresponding seed feature as illustrated in Figure 6.3. The lexicon en-
richment process generates new features that can enhance the seed features
connectivity with other nodes in the Bayesian Network. All the generated
features are added to the FG, which was generated in Section 6.4.1.1.

Figure 6.3: An example of the generated features using some seed features
extracted from the social-post P1 in Table 6.1. The seed features are enriched
by synonyms and inverted phrases.

Social-posts have different time stamps. The temporal pattern between
social-posts can affect the semantic relations between terms and phrases in
successive social-posts. We calculate the time window between social-posts
and consider it as a generated implicit temporal feature. Each two succes-
sive social-posts generate a temporal feature. We add the generated temporal
features as root nodes in the FG. Each generated temporal feature has two
child nodes. The left child node is the parent of all the seed features extracted
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from the social-post with the earlier time stamp. While the right child node
is the parent of all the seed features extracted from the social-posts with the
later time stamp. Back to the example social-posts in Table 6.1, the first two
social-posts P1 and P2 have the time stamps 1295111360 and 1295170205
respectively. These time stamps will be used to calculate the prior proba-
bilities of temporal nodes in the Bayesian Network construction phase. The
generated temporal features of these two social-posts are illustrated in Figure
6.4.

Figure 6.4: An example of the generated temporal features of the successive
social-posts P1 and P2 in Table 6.1.

6.4.2 Semantic enrichment

The semantical enrichment of the seed and generated features from an open
knowledge repository can create new semantic entities that can be repre-
sented as internal nodes in the Bayesian Network. These semantic nodes
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catch the implicit encyclopedic semantic relations between features in the
FG. Knowing the implicit encyclopedic semantic relations between different
features in the FG could enrich our belief in the topic of interest. Wikipedia
has been recognized as the largest and most popular open knowledge repos-
itory. In addition, the distribution of the surface forms (variant names) of
entities follow a power law, where most of entities are unambiguous, and some
of them are ambiguous [Plo11]. For these reasons, we utilize a recent publicly
available dump of Wikipedia from Wikimedia dump service9. The Wikipedia
pages are rich source of semantic information represented as outlinks refer-
ring to other Wkipedia pages. These outlinks could be used to discover and
link concepts together. In one Wikipedia page, we could find many outlinks.
We observed that, the most relevant and meaningful outlinks in a Wikipedia
page are existed in the first section, the InfoBox and the categories as shown
in Figure 6.5.

We use JWPL API [ZMG08] in order to match features into candidate
Wikipedia pages. The JWPL API (Java Wikipedia Library) is an open-
source, Java-based application programming interface that allows a uniform
and standard access to all information contained in Wikipedia. This API pro-
vides structured access to different information in Wikipedia pages, such as
redirects, articles, categories graph and link structure [FZG11]. It contains
the Mediawiki10 markup parser that could be used to further analyze the
contents of a Wikipedia page.

After that, we aim to find the semantic relations between features in FG
and the candidate Wikipedia pages. In order to match features to candidate
Wikipedia pages, we use the feature as a query term. Then, we use the JWPL
API to search the local dump of Wikipedia for a disambiguated entity that
matches the query criteria. Once a candidate Wikipedia entity is retrieved,
we consider this Wikipedia entity to be a semantic feature. If the result of
the query is an ambiguous set of potential Wikipedia entities, then a disam-
biguation problem is encountered. To disambiguate the candidate entities,
we apply the semantic entities disambiguation mechanism that is described
in Section 6.4.2.1. Once a disambiguated entity is retrieved, we consider it to
be the semantic feature. Finally, we add the semantic features to the FG.

To find the semantic relations between the semantic features (Wikipedia
pages added to the FG), we utilize the outlinks in the InfoBox11 and the
first section of the semantic features in the FG. For each semantic feature,
we retrieve its structured content from the local dump of Wikipedia. Then,

9http://dumps.wikimedia.org/backup-index.html
10http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki
11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Infobox
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Figure 6.5: An example Wikipedia page, shows the first section, the InfoBox
and the categories.

we parse the InfoBox and the links of the first section only to keep the
performance and to reduce noise; since most of the semantically important
links appear in these two parts [CINZ06]. Next, we consider the target pages
of the links as semantic enrichment entities as well. After that, we add the
semantic enrichment page to the FG. Finally, we give a weight to the semantic
enrichment by calculating the frequency of its appearance in InfoBox plus
one multiplied by the frequency of its appearance in the first section plus
one. This weight will be used to calculate the probability of this semantic
entity later on. Note, we add one to the frequency in order to smooth the
results (avoid multiplication by zero).
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6.4.2.1 Disambiguation of semantic entities

Knowledge base construction is the first step in our disambiguation mecha-
nism. To this end, we follow the mechanism used in [Cuc07, Plo11]. We build
an inverted index of Wikipedia concepts. The inverted index contains a set
of surface forms (name variants) extracted from the title of Wikipedia pages,
redirect pages and disambiguation pages.

Candidate selection is the second step in the disambiguation mechanism.
Given the surface form of a feature identified in the FG, the task of our
candidate selection is to retrieve a set of candidate entities from the inverted
index. To achieve this, we execute a search on index fields storing article ti-
tles, redirect titles, and disambiguation titles. The search uses the popularity
of the surface form. It calculates the frequency of candidates referred by this
surface form [HZ09]. The search results are weighted by giving high weight to
the exact matches and less weight to the redirect matches and disambigua-
tion matches. In addition, to find the similarity between sets of words we
consider the technique of comparing two sets of senses [YB07]. We compute
the Levenshtein Distance between the surface form and the title of search re-
sults. We consider the search result with minimum Levenshtein Distance as
the disambiguated Wikipedia page. At the end, the disambiguated Wikipedia
page is added to the FG as a semantic feature. The title of this Wikipedia
page is considered as the identification label of the semantic feature for later
usage in the Bayesian Network construction phase.

6.4.3 Bayesian Network construction

The third phase in our pipeline is to build the Bayesian Network to rep-
resent the conditional dependencies between the temporal features, the seed
features, the generated features and the semantic features. The temporal fea-
tures are represented as the top parent nodes in the root nodes level. The seed
features, generated features and semantic features are represented in the in-
ternal nodes level, while the leaf nodes level contains the semantic categories
extracted from Wikipedia, as shown in Figure 6.6.

The construction of a Bayesian network involves three major steps. First,
we need to decide on the set of relevant nodes and their possible values,
which is done in Section 6.4.1. Next, we need to build the network structure
by connecting the nodes in order to form a acyclic directed graph. Finally,
we must define and calculate the Conditional Probabilistic Table (CPT) for
each node in our Bayesian Network [Dar09].
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6.4.3.1 Bayesian Network structure

Causal interpretation of the network structure [ZP10] is our guidance in this
step. Hence, the determination of this structure is controlled by the FG we
obtained from Section 6.4.1. The temporal features should generate the top
level of nodes in our Bayesian Network. We retrieve all temporal features from
FG. Each temporal feature is represented by a root node. The id of this node
is the time stamp and node type is "Temporal". Each temporal node should
have only two children to represent its two successive social-posts. Each child
is represented by a virtual node, "Left Temporal" or "Right Temporal" as
shown in Figure 6.6. The virtual child node is the parent node of all the Term
and Phrase nodes (the seed features and generated features) derived from its
corresponding social-post.

Figure 6.6: Suggested Bayesian Network model.

Then, we traverse the FG as depicted in Algorithm 4, see Page 98. In
the first step of the algorithm, we search for segment entries. For each seg-
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ment, we add a new seed feature node into the Bayesian Network. The added
seed feature node has the segment contained text as node id, and "Segment
Text" as the node type. After that, we enrich the segment semantically by
retrieving the corresponding Wikipedia page as explained in Section 6.4.2.
If a semantic enrichment entity exists, we add a new semantic feature node
to the Bayesian Network. This node has the title of the Wikipedia page as
node id and "Segment Wiki Page" as node type. Furthermore, we create an
arc connection outwards from the seed feature ("Segment Text") node to the
semantic feature ("Segment Wiki Page") node; because the "Segment Text"
node is the causal (parent) of the "Segment Wiki Page" node. Finally, the
semantically connected Wikipedia pages that have outlinks in the Infobox
and the first section of the current "Segment Wiki Page" are retrieved and
added as children nodes. We consider each segment as seed feature, and its
"Segment Wiki Page" node and its children nodes are considered as semantic
features in the internal nodes level of our Bayesian Network, as illustrated in
Figure 6.6.

Parent nodes of each segment (terms and phrases that form the segment)
need to be represented in our Bayesian Network. We retrieve the term seed
features and the phrase seed features in the segment. Then, we add a new
node to represent the seed feature, the node’s id is the term or the phrase
itself, and the node’s type is "Term" or "Phrase". We connect the newly
added nodes as parents of its child seed feature node ("Segment Text" node).
In addition, we connect it to its parent temporal feature. For each token
("Term" or "Phrase" seed feature node), we enrich the token semantically by
retrieving the corresponding Wikipedia page as explained in Section 6.4.2. If
a semantic enrichment entity exists, then we add a new semantic feature node
to the Bayesian network, this node has the title of the retrieved Wikipedia
page as node id, and "Token Wiki Page" as node type. Furthermore, we
add the semantically connected Wikipedia pages to the current "Token Wiki
Page" as its children nodes, the same as we did for the "Segment Wiki Page".

In order to map the user to a general category that could has strong
semantic relation with the previously generated Semantic Nodes ("Segment
Wiki Page" and "Token Wiki Page"), we retrieve the first three categories of
each generated Semantic node, and we consider these categories as children
nodes of that node. The added children nodes (categories) are considered as
Semantic Category as shown in Figure 6.6. We labeled this Semantic Cate-
gory node by the title of the category Wikipedia page as id, and "Category
Wiki Page" as type. The detailed description of this process is depicted in
Algorithm 4.

For more illustration of the Bayesian Network construction mechanism,
we take the three social-posts P1, P2 and P3 in Table 6.1 as an example. By
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BN = Bayesian Network;
foreach Segment in FG do

Segment Seed Feature = add new seed feature node to BN;
Segment Seed Feature.id = Segment.text;
Segment Seed Feature.type = "Segment Text";
Semantic Enrichment Entity = get semantic
enrichment(Segment.text);
if Semantic Enrichment Entity then

Semantic Feature = add semantic feature node to BN;
Semantic Feature.id = title of the Wikipedia page;
Semantic Feature.type = "Segment Wiki Page";
Semantic Feature.parent = Segment Seed Feature;
Semantically Connected Pages = get semantically connected
pages(Infobox outlinks, first section outlinks)
Semantic Feature.addChildren(Semantically Connected Pages);
Categories = get categories(categories outlinks);
Category Feature.addChildren(Categories);

end
foreach Token in Segment do

Token Seed Feature = add new seed feature node to BN;
Token Seed Feature.id = Token.text;
Token Seed Feature.type = Token.type;
Token Seed Feature.parent = Temporal Feature;
Token Seed Feature.child = Segment Seed Feature;
Semantic Enrichment Entity = get semantic
enrichment(Token.text);
if Semantic Enrichment Entity then

Semantic Feature = add semantic feature node to BN;
Semantic Feature.id = title of the Wikipedia page;
Semantic Feature.type = "Token Wiki Page";
Semantic Feature.parent = Token Seed Feature;
Semantic Feature.addChildren(Semantically Connected Pages);

Categories = get categories(categories outlinks);
Category Feature.addChildren(Categories);

end

end

end
return BN

Algorithm 4: Bayesian Network construction algorithm.
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applying our Bayesian Network construction mechanism, we end up with a
Bayesian Network structure as the one displayed in Figure 6.7. As we can see
in Figure 6.7, two temporal nodes are used to express the temporal relations
between the social-posts. The node "Temporal 1" has two virtual nodes,
"Left Temporal P1" and "Right Temporal P2" to interlink the components
of the successive social-posts P1 and P2. The seed feature nodes ("protests",
"jordan" , "arabia", "saudi", "constitutional", "monarchy") are children of
"Left Temporal P1" node. The seed feature nodes ("michael", "jordan",
"amman", "orthodox") are children of "Left Temporal P2". Note that, the
seed feature "jordan" is a common child between "Left Temporal P1" and
"Left Temporal P2", features likes this feature are represented as single node
with higher probability as explained in Section 6.4.3.2. The generated fea-
tures ("saudi arabia", "kingdom of saudi arabia"), which were generated as
inverted phrase and synonym of "arabia saudi" respectively are represented
as children nodes of the seed feature nodes ("arabia", "saudi"). The segment
feature "constitutional monarchy" is represented as segment feature node,
only if it has corresponding semantic feature. The parents of this segment fea-
ture node are the seed features that form it ("constitutional", "monarchy").
The child of the segment feature node is its corresponding semantic feature
node "Constitutional monarchy". The semantically related Wikipedia pages
("Jordan", "government") are considered as children Semantic feature nodes.
The category Wikipedia pages ("basketball", "middle east") are considered
as leaf Semantic Category nodes.

6.4.3.2 Conditional Probabilistic Tables (CPT)

The calculation of the CPTs is the quantitative part of the Bayesian Network
construction process, and could be the most involved in certain situations.
The CPT of each node should represent two states, the first state "state0"
is the probability of our belief in the current node, and the second state
"state1" is the complement of the probability of our belief in this node.

It is easy to calculate the CPTs of root nodes because they have only
two states; exist or not exist, and their probabilities are unconditional on
any parent nodes. In our Bayesian Network model, root nodes are the Tem-
poral nodes. The probability of Temporal node T at "state0" is calculated
in Equation (6.1). In which T1 and T2 are the time stamps of the successive
social-posts. We divide the time stamps difference by 3600 to convert it into
hours. This equation expresses the temporal relations between the successive
social-posts. It utilizes the assumption that successive social-posts with small
time window are supposed to have a strong semantic correlation. Thus, as the
time difference between social-posts increase the semantic correlation decay
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6.4. Bayesian Network model

Figure 6.8: A SamIam visualization of the example Bayesian Network that
represent the social-posts P1, P2 and P3 from Table 6.1. The CPTs of the
root nodes are calculated in Equation (6.1).

exponentially. By applying this equation on the example social-posts P1, P2
and P3 from Table 6.1, we can notice that the probability of temporal node
"Temporal P1&P2" (3.74%) is lower than the probability of the temporal
node "Temporal P2&P3" (93.17%) as shown in Figure 6.8. This implies that
the semantic correlation between the nodes "Right Temporal P2" and "Left
Temporal P3" is higher than the semantic correlation between the nodes
"Left Temporal P1" and "Right Temporal P2". The probability of Temporal
node T at "state1" is the complement of its probability at "state0".

P (T ) = 1/ exp(|T1 − T2| ∗ 1/3600) (6.1)

After that, we calculate the CPTs of the "Left Temporal" and "Right
Temporal" nodes in Equation (6.2). Where X is the "Left Temporal" or the
"Right Temporal" node, and Pa(X) is the set of parent nodes of X. The
maximum number of parents that a "Left Temporal" or a "Right Temporal"
node can has is 2. Thus, we intent to divide by 2 in order to ensure the prob-
ability summation of two parents is less than or equal to 1. The complement
probability P (X = state1) = 1 − P (X = state0). In Figure 6.9, we can see
the propagation of influence from Temporal nodes to "Left Temporal" and
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Figure 6.9: A SamIam visualization of the example Bayesian Network that
represent the social-posts P1, P2 and P3 from Table 6.1. The CPTs of the
Left Temporal P1, Right Temporal P2 and Left Temoral P3 nodes are cal-
culated in Equation (6.2).

"Right Temporal" is reflected by the Equation (6.2).

P (X = state0) = 1/2

Pa(X)

P (Pa(X))) (6.2)

The third level of CTPs need to be calculated is the CPTs of the seed
feature nodes (Term nodes and Phrase nodes). We calculated the probability
of the seed feature nodes by utilizing the node frequency freq that was
calculated in Section 6.4.1.1 when we generated the FG. The freq is used in
Equation (6.3) to calculate the probability of node X, where state(pa(X)) is
a function that returns 1, if the state of parent x is true. On the other hand,
it returns 0, if the state of the parent x is false. The Tot is the total number
of Term and Phrase nodes in our Bayesian Network. The N is the number
of parents of the node X. The complement probability P (X = state1) =
1− P (X = state0).

By applying Equation (6.3) on the example social-posts P1, P2 and P3
that obtained from Table 6.1, we get the CPTs of the Term nodes that listed
with their frequencies in Table 6.2 as shown in Figure 6.10. From the CPT of
node "jordan" in Figure 6.10, we can notice that the importance of this node
is reflected with high probability entries; because it has the highest frequency
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(4), and it has three parents. On the other hand, the rest Term nodes have
the same low probability; because they have a relatively low frequency (1),
and only one parent.

P (X = state0) =
freq +


pa(X) state(pa(X))) ∗ 1
Tot+N

(6.3)

Table 6.2: A list of terms and their frequencies extracted from the example
social-posts P1,P2 and P3 in Table 6.1.

Term Frequency
protest 1

constitutionals 1
monarch 1
jordan 4
saudi 1
arabia 1
amman 1
orthodox 1
michael 1
game 1

Furthermore, we consider each Segment node as a child node of its forming
Term and Phrase nodes. Thus, we use the Equation (6.4) to calculate the
CPTs of Segment nodes, where N is the number of parents, and Pa(X) is the
set of Term and Phrase parent nodes of this Segment node. This setup can
ensure the influence propagation from the Segments nodes up to its parent
Term or Phrase nodes based on the Inter-causal inference mechanism that
explained in Section ??. An example visualization of this setup and the result
CPTs can be found in Figure 6.11

P (X = state0) = 1/N

pa(X)

P (pa(X))) (6.4)

To calculate the CPTs of the Semantic feature nodes, we refer to such
node as SN . Given its parent Term, Phrase, Segment and another Semantic
nodes, we represent its probability as P (SN), and calculate it using the
canonical method in Equation (6.5), where pa(SN) is the set of parent Term
nodes, parent Phrase nodes, parent Segment nodes and parent SN nodes.

P (SN) =


P∈pa(SN)

w(P, SN) (6.5)
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Figure 6.10: A SamIam visualization of the example Bayesian Network that
represent the social-posts P1, P2 and P3 from Table 6.1. The CPTs of the
Term nodes are calculated in eqation 6.3 based on the Table 6.2.

Figure 6.11: A SamIam visualization of the example Bayesian Network that
represent the social-posts P1, P2 and P3 from Table 6.1. The CPTs of the
Segment nodes ("constitutional monarchy" and "michael jordan") are cal-
culated in Equation (6.4).
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6.4. Bayesian Network model

Here, w(P, SN) is the weight assigned to each P in pa(SN) that refer to
the current SN node. We calculate the weight w(P, SN) in Equation (6.6),
where the TF is the function of node frequency of this P over the total Term,
Phrase and Segment nodes frequency, the IDF is the log of the number of
SN in our Bayesian Network divided by the number of SN containing this
parent P as outlink. LW is a function to calculate the probability of the
parent node P to be in both the InfoBox and first section links of SN . An
example of such CPTs is shown in Figure 6.12.

w(P, SN) =


TF ∗ IDF if P = Term

∨Phrase
∨Segment

LW if P = SN

(6.6)

The remaining type of nodes in our Bayesian Network is the Semantic
Categories node. The Semantic Categories nodes are leaf nodes that have
only parents. Their importance in the Bayesian Network depends on the
number of connectivities that they have with other Semantic features. Thus,
to calculate the CPTs of the Semantic Category nodes we use the Equation
(6.4), where N is the number of Semantic feature parent nodes, and Pa(X)
is the set of Semantic feature parent nodes of the current Semantic Category
node.

One of the key issues arising here is the potentially large size of CPTs.
The size of the CPT for a node is Xn+1 where n is the number of parents of
this node, and X is the number of variable states of this node. Thus, the main
factor in reducing the size of the CPT is the number of the parents of each
node. To solve this problem, we prune the Bayesian Network by removing
all the parent Semantic nodes that have no connectivity with other nodes
except their children. This dramatically reduces the total number of nodes in
our Bayesian Network, and ensures to have the minimum number of parents
for each node without compromising the inferring quality.

6.4.4 Probabilistic inference

In the last phase, we use probabilistic inference (reasoning) to compute the
marginal probability of each node in our Bayesian Network. The marginal
probability of each node is calculated in Equation (6.7), where X is the
current node, and Pa(X) is the set of the parent nodes of X. As a result
of applying Equation (6.7) on the Bayesian Network that extracted partially
from the sample social-posts P1, P2 and P3 in Table 6.1, we get the marginal
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probabilities of this partial Bayesian Network as shown in Figure 6.13.

P (X) =

Pa(X)

P (X|Pa(X))P (Pa(X))) (6.7)

After that, we perform reasoning in order to discover and rank interest
topics of a user. The procedure we used to map a given user U to a Wikipedia
category C is as follows: first in the Bayesian Network, we instantiate the
Term, Phrase and Segment nodes corresponding to the words appearing in
the social-posts as a set of observed variables (evidences list), i.e. to set the
variables to state0, and the remaining nodes as not observed. Let e be such
a configuration of the Term, Phrase and Segment nodes evidences. Next, we
propagate this information through the network, and compute the effect of e
on each target Semantic Wikipedia category Ci. In other words, we calculate
the marginal probability P ∗ of variable Ci given the evidence variables e
as in Equation (6.8). We use the recursive conditioning reasoning algorithm
[Dar00], more details about inferring algorithms is in Section 2.4.1.4. By
applying this algorithm on the Bayesian Network that extracted partially
from the sample social-posts P1, P2 and P3 in Table 6.1, we got results
as shown in Figure 6.14. As it is clear from the example in Figure 6.14, the
selected evidence set e increased our belief in the target Wikipedia categories
"Middle East countries", "Jordan" and "Basketball team stubs" to 97.02%,
88.31% and 71.80% respectively.

P ∗(Ci) = P (Ci|e)) (6.8)

Finally, we generate an ordered list of the target Semantic Wikipedia
category nodes that have the maximum marginal probabilities given e. We
used this ordered list of categories to map the user U to his ranked list of
interest topics.

6.5 Evaluation

In this section, we intent to assess the performance of our proposed Bayesian
Network model to detect the user’s interests based on social-posts. We have
conducted an experiment that consists of two parts to evaluate our model.
In the first part of the experiment, we use the manually annotated gold
standard dataset (GSc) that was built in Section 5.4.1. In the second part of
the experiment we utilize an unlabeled data set of Wikipedia pages (WPDs)
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that were clustered by thematic topics based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation12

(LDA). A brief description of LDA topic modeling is provided in Section 2.3.8.
More details and an explanation of the technique used to cluster the data set
can be found in [CB12].

6.5.1 Data Set

To prepare a suitable data set to the first part of the experiment, we used
the previously manually annotated data set GSc, refer to Section 5.4.1. In
order to adapt this data set to our experiment, we made some modifications
on the Freebase classes (topics) that users mapped to. We mapped each topic
manually to its corresponding Wikipedia category. Thus, we got 446 Face-
book users mapped to Wikipedia categories. We used 346 users as training
set, and 100 users as test set.

We used the result of the first part of the experiment as a base to build
the data set of the second part of the experiment. We utilized the result
of mapping the 100 users in the test set to Wikipedia categories using the
Bayesian Network model as following: First, for each target Wikipedia cate-
gory (page), we retrieve its corresponding thematic topics distribution (clus-
ters) based on the technique used in [CB12] ordered by the topic significance
in this Wikipedia page. Next, for the most significant topic, we retrieve its
terms distribution as a Bag Of Words. The terms distribution is the base of
our second part of the experiment.

6.5.2 Experiment design

In the first part of the experiment, we conduct a quantitative evaluation
by comparing the result ordered list of semantic Wikipedia categories that
the user mapped to using our Bayesian Network model, and those the user
mapped to using Naive Bayes text classifier (NBc) with those in the GSc. We
have modified the GSc by matching the Freebase topics to their correspond-
ing Wikipedia categories. The Naive Bayes classifier has been trained on a
predefined ontology consisting of the topics in our GSc. We used 346 users
from our GS as training set, and the remaining 100 users as test set. On the
other hand, we feed the Bayesian Network model with the test set. Then, we
apply our inferring technique. After that, we compare the obtained results
with the results from NBc, and the results in GSc. Finally, we compare the
Precision and Recall of the results obtained by our proposed Bayesian Net-
work model to those obtained using the Naive Bayes classifier. The results

12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latent Dirichlet allocation
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are discussed in Section 6.5.3

In the second part of the experiment, we conducted a qualitative evalua-
tion by utilizing the topic distribution per documents, and terms distribution
per topics in the WPDs. In this, we intent to test to which degree we can
regenerate the evidence variables in our Bayesian Network model given the
inferred Wikipedia category. If we can regenerate the evidence variables that
were used to match the user to the inferred Wikipedia category, then we can
consider or Bayesian Network model to be consistent with one of the stan-
dard topic modeling techniques. In order to run this part of the experiment,
we followed the following procedure:

• First, for each user of the 100 users in the test data set that were
mapped to Wikipedia categories in the first part of the experiment, we
retrieve the Wikipedia page of his Wikipedia category.

• Next, we retrieve the thematic latent topics in WPDs (Wikipedia la-
tent thematic topics) that this page is a contributor in forming them
using the LDA topic modeling technique [CB12] that implemented
in TMVE13. The TMVE implementation of LDA retrieves a list of
Wikipedia pages, and for each Wikipedia page it retrieves its corre-
sponding thematic topic distributions per Wikipedia page. We take the
Wikipedia page "Jordan" as an example, MTVE returns five thematic
topics that this Wikipedia page contributes to. In fact, these thematic
topics are clusters labeled with the most three frequent terms, e.g.
{government, party, election} and {law, state, case} are the clusters la-
bel of the first two thematic topics that the Wikipedia page "Jordan"
has contribution to.

• Then, for each thematic topic (cluster), we retrieve the list of its terms
(LT) using the terms per topic distribution14 of the MTVE. In the
example topic {government, party, election}, we can notice that the
terms "Jordan", "monarchy" and "Constitutional" are members of its
LT.

• After that, we retrieve the shared terms between our evidences list of
variables (the set of variables that used in 6.4.4 to inference in our
Bayesian Network model) and the LT. We consider each shared term
as a regenerated term and we add it to the regenerated list, while the
regenerated list = evidences list ∩ LT .

13http://www.princeton.edu/ãchaney/tmve/wiki100k/browse/doc-graph.html
14http://www.princeton.edu/ãchaney/tmve/wiki100k/topics/%7Bgovernment,party,e lection%7D.html
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• Finally, we calculate the accuracy of our retrieval mechanism (ARM)
as the ratio between the total number of terms in the regenerated list
and the total number of variables in the evidences list.

In order to have a comprehensive analysis of our Bayesian Network model,
we conduct different versions of the second part of the experiment, each ver-
sion has a different setup. We start with a simple setup with few constraints.
Then, in each setup, we start to add more constraints that reflect the con-
ditional relations in our Bayesian Network model. After that, we used the
individual setups to construct our Bayesian Network. Following, we provide
a description for each setup:

Setup1 in this setup, we use only the explicit features, which are the Term,
Phrase and Segments that were extracted from the social-posts in Sec-
tion 6.4.1.1.

Setup2 in this setup, we add the lexicon implicit features that were ex-
tracted in Section 6.4.1.2 to Setup1.

Setup3 in this setup, we add the semantic enrichment features that were
extracted in Section 6.4.2 to Setup2.

Setup4 in this setup, we add the temporal implicit features that were ex-
tracted in Section 6.4.1.2 to Setup3.

In each version of the experiment, given its corresponding setup, we cal-
culate the ARM for each user. The ARM value of each user indicates to which
degree we can regenerate the contents of the evidences list from the thematic
topics of the result Wikipedia category. The high value of ARM means that
our model mapped the user to general Wikipedia category that has contribu-
tion to many thematic topics. In another words, the higher the ARM value
is the closer our model to BOW models. While the low value of ARM means
our model succeed to map the user to a specific and deterministic Wikipedia
page. More details and discussion of the results are in Section 6.5.3

6.5.3 Results

In order to measure the performance of our Bayesian Network model, we
compared its accuracy in classifying users to topics of interests with the
baseline Naive Bayes classifier (NBc) and the Root-Path-Degree algorithm
in Section 5.3.3 using the Semantically Enriched Graph (SEG) from Section
5.3.2. We report the Precision, Recall and F-Measure results of the first part
of the experiment as shown in Table 6.3. However, our Bayesian Network
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model (BNm) outperforms the NBc with valuable ratio in Precession by
around 7%., its enhancement in Recall is much better than NBc. The F-
Measure shows that our model outperforms NBc by 9%. In addition, we
have small enhancement over SEG, our BNm achieved higher Precision than
SEG. This implies that our BNm is more precise in terms of mapping users
to specific topics. Intuitively, this is consistent with the number of constrains
(conditional dependences) in our Bayesian Network. Also, our BNm performs
better than SEG in terms of Recall. This explains its high capability of of
finding the latent semantical relations between contents of social-posts. The
main advantage of our BNm model over NBc and SEG models is its ability
to map a user to a ranked list of Wikipedia pages (categories), and elect
the category with the most posterior probability as the candidate topic of
interest.

Table 6.3: Experiment results of the Bayesian Network model.

Precision Recall F-Measure

Bayesian Network model (BNm) 89% 86% 87%
Semantically Enriched Graph (SEG) 85% 77% 81%
Naive Bayes (NBc) 82% 75% 78%

The high value of ARM means that our model mapped the user to gen-
eral Wikipedia category that has contribution to many thematic topics. In
another words, the higher the ARM value is the closer our model to BOW
models. While the low value of ARM means our model succeed to map the
user to a specific and deterministic Wikipedia page. As a qualitative metric
for the second part of the experiment, we consider the ARM value of 0.5 as
a threshold, i.e. if a specific setup succeed to regenerate 50% of the terms in
the evidence list of a user, then we consider that user as successfully mapped.
If the setup successfully mapped 50% of the users, then we consider it as a
valid setup. As shown in Figure 6.15, 92%, 77% , 58% and 55% of users are
successfully mapped using Setup1, Setup2, Setup3 and Setup4 respectively.
Thus, we can consider the four of our setups as valid setup. The dramati-
cally drop of the number of successfully mapped users can intuitively explain
that as the conditional dependencies in our Bayesian Network model increase
the range of mapped topics decrease, i.e. the proposed model map users to
specific topics.

The general trend of the curves Setup2 and Setup3 in Figure 6.15 shows
that as we add more constraints (lexicon enrichment and semantic enrich-
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ment) to our Bayesian Network model, the ARM value goes down, which
means our model with these setups succeed to map the users to specific
Wikipedia pages. The overlapping between the curves Setup3 and Setup4
shows the effect of big time windows in social-posts. We can notice that
the ARM value with Setup4 for around 50% of the users is higher than
the ARM value of the same users with Setup3, and the remaining is lower.
For further explanation of this observation, we made further analysis of the
social-posts in our test set. And we discovered that around 50% of the users
have social-posts with relatively big time windows, which increases the effect
of the temporal factor for around 50% of the users.

Figure 6.15: The ARM results of the second part of the experiment applied
to users in the test data set using Setup1, Setup2, Setup3 and Setup4.

In terms of the Multi-label classification problem, results illustrated in
Figure 6.16 shows the number of interest topics that a user mapped to using
NBm, SEG and NBc. We can notice that the BNm outperforms both SEG
and NBc in terms of the number of interest topics that a user could be
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mapped to. The performance considered better as the number of mapped
interest topics is closer to one. It is noticeable from Figure 6.16 that BNm
has mapped 100% of users to one interest topic only, while NBc has failed to
map around 90% of users to one interest topic. Likewise, the SEG does not
perform well to map users to one interest topic only, because only around
20% of users has been successfully mapped to one interest topic.

Figure 6.16: Number of interest topics that a user mapped to using BNm,
SEG and NBc

In respect to the comparison criteria mentioned in Section 3.1 of Chapter
3 and used to evaluate the related work in Section 3.2, we find that our
proposed model meet all the criteria. In particular, it provides a social content
extraction and social expansion mechanisms. The dynamic and concept based
profile are the core of our proposed framework. In addition, it provides a
mechanism for social-posts analysis and semantic enrichment of the concepts.
Furthermore, the temporal factor of the social-posts is represented in the
proposed model and it plays a role in inferring the target topic of interests.
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6.6 Conclusion

Interest detection in Social Networks has attracted much attention recently.
In this chapter, we addressed the problem of mapping users to topics of in-
terest. Different from previous works using BOW based text classification
techniques, we proposed a technique based on Bayesian Network model. In
this model we provide solutions to overcome the problems caused by LCSP.
The proposed model extracts the semantic graph (Features Graph) from
the social-posts of the user. Next, it enriches the Features Graph with the
proper lexicon and semantic features from WordNet and Wikipedia respec-
tively. Then, it disambiguates the entities in the Features Graph. After that,
it utilizes this Features Graph to represent the explicit syntactic, explicit se-
mantic, implicit semantic and temporal relations between different features
in the form of Bayesian Network.

Different mechanisms used to calculate the Conditional Probabilistic Ta-
bles of each node in our Bayesian Network based on the type of the node.
The standard probabilistic inference technique used to discover the topic of
interests. The evaluation of our model consists of quantitative and qualitative
experiment. According to the primitive experimental results, our proposed
Bayesian Network model outperforms the Naive Bayes classifier in terms of
Precession and Recall. In addition it is consistent with the standard topic
modeling techniques.

The main characteristic of the proposed Bayesian Network model is that,
it can provide a standard mathematical representation of the implicit syntac-
tic, explicit semantic and implicit semantic problems that impact the social-
post classification using traditional techniques. Another advantage of the
proposed model is that, no training process is required to start using the sys-
tem. Thus it overcomes the problem of lack data sets of OSN users. To the
best of our knowledge this is the first research to exploit Bayesian Networks
to find interests of users in OSN based on their social-posts.

The structure and the computation mechanism of the Conditional Proba-
bilistic Tables of this model was published in [AKA12a]. In future works, we
would like to investigate and explore the problem of mapping multilingual
social-posts.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this chapter, we present the general conclusions of this dissertation. We
highlight our contributions and results. We recall that the specific conclusions
of each individual contribution were presented at the end of the corresponding
chapter. At the end of this chapter, we propose some future work.

The final result of this thesis aimed to introduce a framework for interests
discovery in Online Social Networks (OSN). The objective of the proposed
framework is to enrich the User Model in OSN with a dynamic predicted
interests of the users based on their social-posts. The proposed framework
was motivated by the following observations:

1. Users in Online Social Networks publish about their interest, activities
and events by multiple social-posts (user-generated textual content) in
different points in time. Thus, the aggregated social-posts could have
meaningful semantically related entities.

2. Usually, when the users publish something in OSN about a specific
subject, they start to get interaction form their social graph (online
community). This interaction could be in the form of likes or comments,
comments from the community members can enrich the semantic of the
social-posts.

3. The Lingual Characteristics of Social-Posts (LCSP) and the limitations
of generating them make it inapplicable to use the traditional text
classification techniques to map users in Online Social Networks to
topics of interests based on their social-posts.

The proposed framework consists of different phases. The first phase is the
smart extraction phase. Our smart extraction mechanism was motivated by
the fact that users in OSN generate content dynamically in different forms,
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such as text, pictures, etc. The textual forms of the user-generated con-
tent could be text messages or description of other generated content such
as groups and pages. Therefore, identifying what is the proper type of the
user-generated textual content to extract that could enhance the identifica-
tion of the user’s interests. The second phase is the features extraction and
semantic enrichment phase. Our features extraction, generation and enrich-
ment mechanism was motivated by the fact that in OSN, each user has a
social graph. Usually, a user interacts with his social graph through seman-
tic entities such as social-posts. Social-posts consist of terms and phrases.
Some terms or phrase represent entities. Typically, there are implicit seman-
tic relations between the contained entities of the social-posts. These implicit
semantic relations could form the Semantically Enriched Graph (SEG) of the
user. An interaction object can be any semantic entity in the SEG. Enriching
the social graph with those semantic entities forms what we call Semantically
Enriched Social Graph (SESG). From the SEG or the SESG of a user we can
infer his interests. The last phase of our framework is the inferring phase.
This phase was motivated by the implicit syntactic, explicit semantic, im-
plicit semantic and temporal factor problems that yield to uncertainty in the
classification of social-post using traditional classification techniques. Thus,
this phase introduced a Bayesian Networks model to inference the interests
of users under uncertainty.

In the first part of the thesis, we introduced our motivation, the structure
of the proposed framework, the scientific challenges and our objectives. In
the second part, we reviewed the research fields that frame this work such
User Modeling, ) OSN, text classification and probabilistic graphical models,
particularly the Bayesian Networks, because it is the fundamental compo-
nent in our proposed model that allow to discover the interest of users in
OSN based on their social-posts. In our revision to some related works, we
consider existing approaches for interests discovery in OSN. The aim of this
revision was to draw and clarify the limitations of the existing works that
able to discover the interest of uses in OSN and to identify our corresponding
contribution areas. In the third part of this work, we presented our framework
for interests discovery on top of the existing OSN. We reported on several
experiments conducted either to validate individual algorithms, or to test
more high-level concepts in comparison to our works. In a follow up of this
part, we presented our proposed model to discover the interest of users based
on their social-posts.

Following, we introduce a summary of the contributions. After that, we
highlight some future works.

m
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7.1 Summary of contributions

This thesis contributes to the information retrieval society with a framework
to discover the interest of users in OSN based on their social-posts. Each
individual component of the proposed framework has a contribution.

In Chapter 4, we introduced our dynamic content extraction mechanism
(the smart extraction phase of the framework) for OSN. The proposed mech-
anism based on the observations that in OSN, the groups that a user has a
membership in can statically give a good indication about his interests. This
extractor presented an approach for interests finding in Facebook based on
the classification of the user’s groups and social-posts. The aggregation of
the social-posts of a user and the description of his groups could enhance the
performance of the classification mechanism. In addition, the social-posts of
the user are insufficient alone to classify his interest based on the classical
classification mechanisms that depend on the Bag Of Words technique.

The smart extraction phase utilized the Open Graph protocol of the dif-
ferent OSN platforms in order to extract the proper textual generated con-
tent that can be used to inference the interests of a user. We focused our
research on the textual form of the user-generated. The textual forms of the
user-generated content could be chat text, instant messages, or description
of other generated content such as Facebook groups and pages. The identifi-
cation of the user’s interests based on his dynamic generated textual content
was our research challenge; because user-generated textual content has spe-
cial characteristics that make it inapplicable to standard text classification
techniques. Therefore, we introduced a smart extraction mechanism that is
able to find and extract the proper user-generated textual content.

We studied the relationship between social-posts and the group’s mem-
bership in OSN. We introduce in-depth analysis of the user’s social-posts with
the objective to have a clear understanding of their structure and underlying
mechanisms in OSN. We presented our analytical study and those compo-
nents that contribute to our proposed framework. We analyzed the user’s
interactions in the form of social-posts and group’s membership in order to
discover the interests graph (latent semantic social graph). The Spree text
classifier (based on Naive Bayes trained on a predefined ontology of topics)
used to match users to topics. Matching users based on the group’s member-
ship or social-posts showed that the group’s membership or social-posts of a
user can reflect his interests and expertise but still it maps the user to rel-
atively wide range of topics. Examining semantic relatedness between user’s
groups and social-posts leads to the convection that interests graph could
be detected from the topics intersection between groups and social-posts.
A latent semantic between the social-posts of a specific user is existed. In
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addition, an implicit semantic between the social-posts of the user and the
description of his groups is existed also. A model that able to represent the
latent semantic between user’s social-posts and his social graph is needed.

In Chapter 5, we addressed the problem of mapping users to sub-graph
of topics that mostly represents their interest based on the user-generated
dynamic textual content that extracted in the smart extraction phase. We
proposed a technique based on a semantically enriched graph models; SEG
and SESG, and an algorithm (Root-Path-Degree) that used in features ex-
traction and enrichment phase of our framework. The SEG represents the
key words and named entities in the social-posts of a user. The SESG is a
model that able to represent the latent semantic between user’s social-posts
and his social graph.

Features extraction and enrichment phase utilized the textual generated
content of the user in order to extract and generate a graph of semantically re-
lated entities. In addition, it used external lexicons and semantic knowledge
base to enrich the Features Graph (SEG or SESG). The Features Graph
is the base of our approach to model interests of users. According to the
experimental results, our proposed SEG has significantly outperformed the
BOW based Naive Bayes classifier in accuracy and reliability. In addition,
we propose to take the related comments of the current social-post into con-
sideration when constructing the SESG. The results showed that the SESG
significantly improved the performance of the interest discovery.

In Chapter 6, we addressed the problem of mapping users to topics of
interest. We proposed a technique based on Bayesian Network model. This
model provides solutions to overcome the problems caused by LCSP and the
temporal factor of social-posts. In the inferring phase of the framework, the
proposed Bayesian Network model utilized the Features Graph of the user.
Next, it enriches the Features Graph with the proper lexicon and semantic
features from WordNet and Wikipedia respectively. Then, it disambiguates
the entities in the Features Graph. After that, it utilizes this Features Graph
to represent the explicit syntactic, explicit semantic, implicit semantic and
temporal relations between different features in the form of Bayesian Net-
work. The result of the inferring phase could be represented as the interests
graph of the user and could be published as a Linked Open Data (LOD).
This LOD repository could be used to bootstrap the knowledge base that
used in the features extraction and enrichment phase.

Different mechanisms used to calculate the Conditional Probabilistic Ta-
bles of each type if nodes in our Bayesian Network based on the type of the
node. The standard probabilistic inference technique used to discover the
topic of interests. The evaluation of our model consists of quantitative and
qualitative experiment. According to the primitive experimental results, our
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proposed Bayesian Network model outperforms the Naive Bayes classifier in
terms of Precession and Recall. In addition it is consistent with the standard
topic modeling techniques.

The main characteristic of the proposed Bayesian Network model is that,
it can provide a standard mathematical representation of the implicit syntac-
tic, explicit semantic and implicit semantic problems that impact the social-
post classification using traditional techniques. Another advantage of the
proposed model is that, no training process is required to start using the
system. Thus it overcomes the problem of lack data sets of OSN users.

7.2 Future research

In this work, we introduced methods to extract and analyze the user-
generated content. Beyond of that, we introduced methods to extract and
generate Features Graph from the social-posts. In addition we introduced
methods to semantically enrich the Features Graph form a semantic knowl-
edge base. At the end, we introduced a model to infer the interests of users
based on a semantically enriched Bayesian Network. We have a future re-
search plan to further improve those components as following:

• Extraction of the user-generated content can be enhanced by taking
into consideration other contents such as the photos, links and video
that a user interacts with using like or comments. These contents have
some meta-data that can help in identifying the represented entities.
The represented entities can enhance our belief in the topic of interests
of users. The Features Graph could be enriched by these represented
entities. Therefore, our Bayesian Network model should have more ev-
idence that increase our belief in the target topic of interest.

• Extraction and generation of Features Graph can be enhanced by uti-
lizing some static information from user profile such as location and
age.

• Another enhancement to the extraction and generation of Features
Graph could be achieved by utilizing the inter-lingual (cross-lingual)
tables of Wikipedia. The inter-lingual table of a specific Wikipedia page
maps the concept of that page into different languages [HPP+11]. By
using this technique, A specific component in multilingual social-posts
could be mapped to the same semantic entity in the Features Graph.
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• The semantics enrichment process can be enhanced by investigating the
performance of using alternative or a complementary semantic knowl-
edge bases such as DBPedia1.

• In this work, we investigated and evaluated the performance of our
Bayesian Network model using the SEG only. A future work should
emphasize the enhancement that can be achieved using the SESG.

• Users should be able to define the security and privacy rules regarding
the predicted interests graph before it can be published to the Linked
Open Data repository.

• The proposed framework should be able to integrate with the different
platforms of OSN. In addition it should be able to disambiguate the
same user in different platform and identify his interests based on the
aggregated social-posts from different platform.

In addition, several aspects of the Bayesian Network model itself could
be examined in further research such as the conditional probabilistic table
calculation in the different levels of nodes generation. On the other hand, it
is necessary to investigate other inferring algorithms to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed model. At the end, the simplification (pruning) made
in the Bayesian Network model by removing all the parent semantic nodes
that have no connectivity with other nodes except their children to reduce
the total number of nodes needs to be investigated.

1http://dbpedia.org
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Glossary

Social-post: textual generated content in Online Social Networks.

User’s interest: is the topic that concerns, involves, draw the attention of
the user in Online Social Networks.

Lingual Characteristics of Social-Posts (LCSP): is the characteristics
of social-post such as: highly focused, not domain specific, short in
length, informal, multilingual, and grammatical error prone text mes-
sages.

Semantically Enriched Graph (SEG): is undirected graph, where nodes
are semantically enriched entities extracted from the user’s social-posts,
and edges are the semantic relations between entities weighted by the
frequency of semantic occurrences in Linked Open Data source, such
as Freebase.

Semantically Enriched Social Graph (SESG): is a representation of
the user’s SEG and comments from members in his social graph.

Lexicon enrichment: is to validate and enrich the seed features from a
lexicon such as the WordNet dictionary.

Implicit syntactic: implicit syntactic relations are the grammatical links
between content words of a sentence which denote grammatical rela-
tions between nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives.

Implicit semantic: implicit semantic of a term is the vector of its encyclo-
pedic associations with Wikipedia concepts or the semantic graph.

Explicit semantic: explicit semantic of a term is the vector of its occur-
rence associations within the the social-post.

Temporal factor: social-posts with large time windows are considered to
be weakly related and social-posts with small time windows are con-
sidered to have strong semantic relations.

Features graph: is the output of the features extraction and enhancement
phase and the input of the inferring phase of our proposed framework.
It can handle either the SEG or the SESG.
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Appendix A: Glossary

Seed feature: is a feature generated form from the original social-post and
external concepts from lexicons such as WordNet dictionary.

Semantic feature: is a candidate Wikipedia entity that matches a feature
in the Features graph.

Generated feature: is the corresponding synonym or the inverted phrase
of the seed feature that has match in the lexicon.
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